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aSECTION I
SUMMARY
A high speed, low noise, high bypass ratio, single-stage research fan
with a variable-geometry inlet was designed, fabricated and tested by the
General Electric Company under the sponsorship of NASA (Contract No. NAS3- 	 1
16813). This report, entitled Volume V - Fan Acoustics, is one of two in a
series of final analysis reports. Three design reports precede the series of
final analysis reports. They are: Volume I - Aerodynamic Design, Volume 9
II - Structural Design and Volume III - Acoustic Design, which are references
1, 2 and 3 respectively. The other final analysis report in the series,
Volume IV - Fan Aerodynamics is reference 4. The present volume is bound in
two separate covers:
Section 1 - Results and Analysis	 j
Section 2 One-Third Octave Data Tabulations and Selected Narrow-
Band Traces
The 90.37 cm (35.58 in.) diameter tip-shrouded fan was designed to a
bypass pressure ratio of 1.8, and a corrected airflow of 117.9 kg/sec (259.9
ibm/sec) at a tip speed of 503 m/sec (1650 ft/sec). The fan was designed to
a stall margin goal at constant speed of 13% and an objective adiabatic
efficiency of 84.0%, with a peak efficiency objective of 85%. Several low
fan source noise features were included in the design, such as a vane/blade
ratio of 2.05, a rotor/stator spacing of 2.06 (rotor tip chords) and a fan
blade designed for a swallowed shock at takeoff conditions
Two separate series of tests were conducted on the advanced technology
fan vehicle at General Electric's, Peebles, Ohio, Site IV-B outdoor facility.
!.
	
	
The rear-shaft drive test series provided the evaluation of front-quadrant
acoustic performance, as well as fan and inlet aerodynamic performance. The
inlet configurations tested are shown in the schematic on Page 2. The major
portion of the fan and inlet aerodynamic performance tests were conducted
with a long (L/DF 2.3) belimouth inlet which contained an .extra instrumen-
tation section ,(not shown) ahead of the fan. This was followed by a brief
diagnostic test with a shorter (L/DF = 1.4) bellmouth inlet, which also
served as the reference, or baseline, acoustic inlet. The inlet noise sup-
pression system employed a hybrid inlet, which combined an adjustable-
geometry cowl, capable of generating high throat Mach numbers (design MTH =
0.79) at all critical noise operating points, with wall acoustic treatment.
The wall treatment panels were replaceable with hardwall panels so that the
effects of the treatment on noise suppression and inlet aerodynamic per-
formance'could be isolated.
The second series of tests involved driving the fan vehicle from a front
shaft for the evaluation of aft-propagating fan noise and bypass duct aero-
dynamic performance. The configurations tested included a hardwall ;bypass
duct without a splitter and a fully treated duct with a midstream acoustic
splitter. They are shown schematically on page 3.
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The design point static acoustic results from the individual spectra of
both front-drive (aft noise) and rear-drive (front noise) tests were scaled
and extrapolated to the projected takeoff, cutback, and approach flight con-
ditions for a Boeing 767-640 trijet with a takeoff gross weight of 137,892
kg. (The preliminary design of this 0.85 . < Mo < 0.90-Boeing, airplane was the
basis for earlier engine cycle-selection studies used to determine the fan
design parameters and overall system noise goals.)
A. Front-Quadrant Acoustic Performance
The isolated forward fan noise with the hybrid inlet at an average
throat Mach number of 0.79 was 16.3 AEPNdB at takeoff, 9.6 AEPNdB at cutback,
and 9.1 AEPNdB at approach below the current FAR 36 aircraft noise regulation
level. This was accomplished with a static total pressure recovery in the
inlet of 98.9% at the takeoff and cutback conditions and 98.2% at approach,
and with steady-state total pressure distortion levels below 10%. Further
noise reductions could be obtained by increasing the throat Mach number to
0-84 at takeoff and cutback and 0.81 at approach without exceeding 10%
pressure distortion, and without significant reductions in pressure recovery.
B. Aft-Quadrant Acoustic Performance
Aft fan noise for the fully suppressed exhaust duct configuration was
below FAR 36 by 12.1 AEPNdB at takeoff, 9.4 AEPNdB at cutback, and 12.2
AEPNdB at approach. This was accomplished with increased bypass duct pres-
sure losses (relative to the hardwall duct without a splitter) of 0.56, 1.96,
and 2.05% at takeoff, cutback, and approach respectively. A penalty of 0..68%
in cruise specific fuel consumption was estimated to result from the wall
treatment and splitter in the exhaust duct.
C. Total Fan System Noise
The combined front and aft fan noise, extrapolated to flight, resulted
in EPNL's of 10.6 AEPNdB at takeoff, 6.7 AEPNdB at cutback, and 7.1 AEPNdB
at approach below FAR 36.
Although the suppression goal of FAR 36 - 20-EPNdB was not reached,
improvements in the technology of both front and aft fan noise suppression
were realized. Comparisons with results, from the Quiet Engine Program (QEP)
indicated improved suppression efficiency of the hybrid inlet relative to the
Fan "C" splitter inlet,, and improved suppression in the bypass duct relative
to that of Engine "C". In addition, the suppressed advanced technology fan
was shown to be compatible with the proposed FAR 36-XYZ regulation. Specif-
ically, the total fan-noise levels were 1.6, 0.7, and 3.1 EPNdB below the
proposed new levels (per the draft of the FAA Environmental Impact Statement
dated July 9, 1975) at takeoff, cutback,, and approach, ,respectively.
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SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
Low noise and exhaust emissions and economical operation are the primary
requirements for advanced transport aircraft. The successful development
and acceptance of a subsonic, long-range transport for the next generation
are greatly dependent upon technological improvements in the areas of fan
aerodynamics and acoustic suppression. To help provide this fan technology,
the General Electric Company was contracted to design, build and testa high
speed, low noise, single-stage research fan (hereafter referred to as an
advanced technology fan), a variable-geometry inlet with high throat Mach
number capability, and an acoustically treated fan exit duct, all applicable
for an advanced high bypass, low noise engine. To utilize existing hardware
and facilities, the subject fan was designed to be half scale.
Under a separate and earlier contract with NASA (Contract NAS3-15544,
References 5 and 6), parametric studies were performed to optimize the
engine cycle for a typical advanced transport aircraft. Based on these
studies, plus the current contract Statement of Work, an engine cycle was
selected for an advanced transport designed to cruise between 0.85 and 0.90
Mach number. A fan pressure ratio of 1.8 to 1.9 and a bypass ratio of
approximately 6;1 were desirable. Furthermore, it is desirable to raise the
pressure ratio of the flow entering the core compressor to about 2.5 to 30
by the addition of booster stages. This then provides an overall cycle
pressure ratio of 30:1 or greater and still uses only a single-stage turbine
to drive the high pressure compressor. Fan tip speeds of 488 to 518 m/sec
(1600 to 1700 ft/sec) are required to achieve the desired pressure ratio in
a single, low radius-ratio stage with adequate stall margin. A high specific
flow rate of 215 kg/sec m2 (44.0 lbm/sec ft2 ) was chosen to minimize the fan
diameter.
The aerodynamic and acoustic performance of the fan vehicle was evalu-
ated in two separate series of tests conducted at General Electric, Peebles,
Ohio outdoor sound-field facility. In the first series of tests, the fan
was driven by a rear shaft and detailed fan and inlet aerodynamic performance-
information was obtained. A long bellmouth inlet (L/D F = 2.3) was used for
the majority of the fan aerodynamic performance tests, because it contained
an additional instrumentation section ahead of the fan. Unsuppressed and
suppressed forward-propagating fan noise was evaluated with the shorter
bellmouth inlet, with aft-propagating noise virtually eliminated from the
system by a massive exhaust suppressor. In the second series of tests, the
fan was shaft driven from the front and the inlet system was enclosed in a
large "silencer box" to eliminate forward-propagating fan noise. This test
program was used to evaluate bypass duct aerodynamic performance andaft-
radiating fan noise, both suppressed and unsuppressed. An abbreviated
description of the complete test program follows, the acoustic portions are
boxed-in for easy identification.
Y
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FAN TEST PROGRAM OUTLINE
REAR-DRIVE TESTS
	
FRONT-DRIVE TESTS
Fan Aerodynamic.Performance Tests 	 Bypass Duct Aerodynamic Performance Tests
b
	p	 1.	 Lung Bellmouth Inlet	 5.	 Fully . Treated Duct with Splitter
^i	 a Inlet L/DF = 2.3	 • Takeoff, Cutback, and Approach. Nozzles
.f
	a Full instrumentation
• Bypass Ratio Migration
	 6.	 Hardwall Duct without Splitter
• Takeoff, Cutback, and Approach Nozzles
	
N 14.2
	
2.	 Short Bellmouth Inlet
• Inlet L/DF	 1.4
• Tip Clearance Tightened Initially
• Limited Aerodynamic Instrumentation
3.	 Hybrid Inlet
• Inlet L/DF = 1.5
• Limited Aerodynamic Instrumentation
• Takeoff/Cutback and Approach Configurations
Inlet Aerodynamic Performance Tests
3. Hybrid Inlet'
• Inlet L/DF = 1.5
• Takeoff/Cutback and Approach Configurations
4. Accelerating Inlet
• Inlet L/DF
	 1.5'
• Hybrid Inlet without Wall Treatment
• Takeoff/Cutback and Approach Configurations
Aft-Noise Acoustic Tests
5_	 Fully Treated Duct with Splitter
• Takeoff, Cutback, and Approach Nozzles
Hardwall Duct without Splitter (Baseline)
Takeoff, Cutback, and Approach Nozzles
tThe advanced technology fan, in combination with the inlet and bypass
duct system, was designed to the very challenging noise goal of 20 EPNdB
below FAR-36.	 As a result, the fan design incorporated many low noise
features such as a vane/blade ratio of 2.05, a rotor/stator spacing of 2.06
(rotor tip chords) and a blade designed for a swallowed shock at takeoff.
The inlet noise suppression system employed a "hybrid" inlet wLrh ;in
adjustable-geometry cowl (two position) capable of generating high throat
Mach numbers (design MTH = 0.79) at all critical noise conditions [takeoff
(sideline), cutback, and approach]. 	 The high Mach number, variable-geometry
inlet concept was designed to operate in conjunction with a variable-area fan
exhaust nozzle, which was already determined to be necessary for reducing
exhaust velocity at the cutback position, 	 This combination reduces the range
of area change required of the inlet. 	 At takeoff the exhaust area was
assumed to be at the nominal value (necessary to reach takeoff rated thrust),
and the inlet throat was adjusted to obtain MTH = 0.79. 	 Throat area at
cutback (0.457.m2) was maintained at the takeoff setting for operational-sim-
plicity, and the cycle was matched to the proper weight flow by selecting the
appropriate combination of throttle setting and exhaust nozzle area.	 The
nozzle was opened during the cutback setting tests 25% above nominal, com-
pared to pretest design estimates of 15%. 	 The difference was due to varia-
tion in vehicle performance relative to design. 	 At approach the exhaust
nozzle was opened to an area 35% greater than nominal (design estimate was
40%) and the inlet throat was reduced to 0.339 m 2 in order to achieve MTH =
0.79 at the low thrust level required at approach. 	 During rear-drive tests,
these nozzle positions were simulated with core and bypass stream discharge
valves, while during the front-drive tests,, three separate nozzles were
employed and trimmed to duplicate the appropriate operating lines.
Four segments of acoustic-treatment panels, which were tuned to the
z. predicted dominant noise frequencies, were combined with airflow acceleration
to form the hybrid inlet.	 The wall treatment panels were replaceable with
hardwall panels so that suppression due to flow acceleration and suppression
due to treatment could be isolated, and the effect of wall treatment on inlet
aerodynamic performance could be evaluated. 	 The exhaust duct suppression
i	 system consisted of a full compliment of wall acoustic treatment and a mid=
duct splitter.	 the hardwall duct without.splitter served as the acoustic
baseline and as the reference in determining the aerodynamic performance
penalty associated with the suppressed configuration.
i
The present volume first describes the test vehicle design and the test
specifications and procedures, followed by acoustic performance results and
discussion from all tests.	 Section 2 of this volume (under separate cover)
contains 1/3-octave data tabulations and selected narrow-band traces. 	 Other
reports of work performed under this contract include: 	 Volume I - Aero-
dynamic Design, Volume II - Structural Design, Volume III —Acoustic Design
and Volume IV - Fan Aerodynamics, which are References 1,_2, 3 and 4 respec-
tively.
A visual representation of the overall program and report organization
is shown on the following page.
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x	 DESCRIPTION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FAN REPORTS
DESIGN REPORTS	 ANALYSIS (FINAL) REPORTS 	 CATA REPORTS
{SECTION III
FAN VEHICLE ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTION
A.	 Fan Acoustic Design
The design of this single-stage, high tip speed fan for advanced con-
ventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) application was guided by the objective
of attaining the goal of FAR 36 minus 20 EPNdB for three full-scale fans on
a 137,892 kg (304,000 lb) gross weight airplane at the takeoff, cutback, and
approach operating points. 	 A full-size engine with this fan would produce
111,300 newtons (25,000 lbs) of thrust as determined in the cycle studies,
References 5 and 6.
The pertinent aerodynamic design parameters for the fan are summarized
and compared to actual measured values in Table I.
Table I.	 Comparison of Actual Fan Aerodynamic Parameters with
Design Values.
Fan Aerodynamic Parameters 	 Design	 Actual
Pressure Ratio (100% N /A)	 1.8	 1.73
Corrected Speed (100% N /A-) rpm	 10620	 10620
Fan Diameter, cm (inches)	 90.37	 (35.38)	 90.37 (35.38)
Corrected Tip Speed (100% N /A_), m/sec (ft/sec)	 503	 (1650)	 503	 (1650)
Hub/Tip Ratio (Inlet) 	 0.38	 0.38
Airflow (100% N/A),	 (lb/sec)	 117.9 (259.9)	 114.5 (252)
Number of Rotor Blades	 44	 44
Number of OGV's 	 90	 90
Rotor/OGV Spacing (Rotor Tip Chords) 	 2.06 -	 2.06	 y
Number of Core OGV's	 82	 82
Rotor/Core OGV Spacing (Hub Chords) 	 0.90	 0.90
ti
i
The pressure ratio for the fan was essentially set by the cycle selection
study conducted under a separate Contract (NAS,3-15544) and is reported in
Reference 5.	 The low radius ratio (0.38) was 'selected on the basis of
minimizing the overall diameter.	 A lower than average tip pressure ratio
was employed tohelp reduce the blade tip loading and thus the stage-generated
noise.	 The design radial pressure distribution is shown, in Figure 1.
Selection of a'large number of blades was consistent with the theoretical
hypothesis that the attenuation of the multiple pure tones (MPT) as they
° propagate forward in the inlet duct is greater for large blade-number fans.
9
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A tip-shrouded blade design was chosen for both aerodynamic and acoustic
performance benefits. The blades were designed to have a "swallowed" shook
at takeoff (-92% N /VO_). The intent was to reduce the MPT noise :Level ;7t
this critical operating point. This approach to reducing MPT's had been
successfully demonstrated in the Quiet Engine Fan "C" Scale Model Program
(Contract NAS3-12430) and is reported in Reference 7.
The generally accepted criteria of high vane/blade ratio and wide
rotor/stator spacing were incorporated in order to reduce fan source noise.
The number of bypass outlet guide vanes (OGV) was set at 90 for a vane/blade
ratio of 2.045. The rotor/OGV spacing was set at 2.06 true rotor tip chords.
In the booster, the number of first-stage stators was set at 82 for a vane/
blade ratio of 1.86 and the spacing between the fan rotor and booster first
stage stator was set at 0.90 rotor hub chords, which is untypically large
for this parameter. The fan vehicle flowpath is shown in Figure 2. Although
the booster rotors are shown in this figure, they were not fabricated and
were not present in the scale-model tests,
B.	 Inlet Acoustic Design
System studies of aero-acoustic inlet designs for this CTOL_system were
completed under Contract NAS3-15544 and are reported in Reference 8. Pre-
liminary designs were completed on several variable-throat concepts, estab-
lishing a tradeoff between the acoustic requirements', mechanical considera-
tions such as weight and complexity, and the aerodynamic performance aspects
such as recovery, distortion, drag, and boundary layer separation potential.
The variable-geometry inlet design configuration selected is shown in Figure
3. The inlet consists of -a circumferential series of hinged, radially
variable flowpath wedged panels (see Figure 4). The variable panels provide
the capability of selecting the desired throat Mach number (MTg = 0.79
at takeoff, cutback, and approach, for acoustic suppression, and selecting a
larger throat geometry for the cruise and maximum climb conditions where
engine corrected airflow is higher but inlet throat Mach number is desired
lower.
l
The term "accelerating inlet" has been applied to the concept which
obtains acoustic suppression by increased average Mach number at the inlet
	
3
throat (i.e., sonic-type inlet with partial choking). The term "hybrid
inlet" refers to the concept where acoustic wall treatment is incorporated
into an accelerating inlet to obtain suppression levels that are greater
than that possible with either concept alone, for a given inlet length.	 j
For this fan, a contracting cowl with contoured inner walls was designed
to obtain an average throat Mach number of 0.79 at the three important
	 J
operating points: takeoff, cutback, and approach. The takeoff and cutback
	 q
operating points had the same inlet throat position. A lower bypass pres-
sure ratio required for the cutback point to reduce jet noise was obtained
by opening the bypass, discharge valve for rear-drive testing and properly
trimming the cutback nozzle for front-drive testing. At the takeoff'/cutback
inlet position, the throat area was 4565-cm2 (708.5 in.2) while at approach
(more closedto obtain an average throat Mach number of 0.79 at lower flow)
LO
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the throat area was 3385 cm2 (525.6 in. 2 ). The contracting cowl inlet had
an overall length-to-fan. diameter ratio (L/DF) of -1.5 with the acoustic
wall treatment L/DF of 0.85 for the hybrid inlet. This overall length would
be reduced to an L/DF of 1.4 if a flight-type lip were employed. The con-
ventional cylindrical bellmouth used for the acoustic baseline test had an
L/DF of 1.4. A schematic of the three inlet test configurations is shown in
Figure 5. The treatment in the hybrid inlet was initiated aft of the throat
at a point where the wall Mach number was less than or equal to 0.70 at the
design point. This was done in order to minimize the adverse performance
effect of high Mach number flow over the relatively rough acoustic treatment,
and to help maintain the acoustic suppression characteristics . Historically,
an adverse effect on suppression of high Mach number flow over the treatment
has been witnessed. See Section V-A, 2.
The inlet acoustic treatment consisted of four (4) optimized single
degree of freedom (SDOF) designs tuned to the dominant frequencies at the
three important acoustic operating points of takeoff, cutback, and approach.
Five panels are shown in Figures 3 and 5, but two of the panels have the
same design parameters. The details of the acoustic treatment design for
the scale-model inlet are shown in Figure 6. With a goal of FAR 36 20
EPNdB, cutback was predicted to be the most critical operating point. Thus,
the design was based on achieving the maximum treatment suppression at
cutback with minimum sacrifice at takeoff and approach.
C.	 Exhaust Duct Acoustic Design
The exhaust duct system for this vehicle was designed and configured to
accommodate a treated acoustic splitter. The addition of a splitter reduced
the duct height parameter, H/A (height of duct to wavelength ratio) and
provided for additional treated area as shown in Figure 7. The inner duct
wall treatment was terminated sooner than that on the outer wall to allow
for placement of a core stream mixer nozzle in an actual engine. The
exhaust duct acoustic treatment consisted of four (4) SDOF acoustic liners.
tuned to the dominant frequencies at the three important acoustic operating
points. The exhaust nozzles schematically indicated in Figure 8 were sized
and trimmed so as to obtain acoustic data on the three nominal operating
lines passing through the critical operating points; (takeoff -2948 cm2,
cutback -3677 cm2 , and approach-3980 cm2) during front-drive testing. The
baseline hardwall configuration was designed to have Mach number distributions
similar to conventional long-duct engines and match those on the _splitter
configuration. This was accomplished by decreasing the outer wall contour
for the hardwall duct. In this way, changes in bypass duct performance
(pressure drop) were due only to the addition of the wall treatment and
splitter, and not because of duct Mach number changes. Both configurations
are shown schematically in Figure 8. The figure also includes the core duct
acoustic treatment used to suppress fan noise passing through the core. The
core duct acoustic treatment consisted of the Scottfelt Type 3-900 bulk
absorber. The treatment aft of the core struts was 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) thick
on both inner and outer walls while the treatment in the core nozzle was as
thick as possible within the constraints imposed by the physical size of the
structure.
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SECTION IV
TEST DESCRIPTION AND PROCEDURES
A. Test_Facilit
Testing of the scale-model fan vehicle was performed at the Peebles Test
Operation, General Electric's outdoor test site, using a General Electric
LM1500 stationary gas turbine as the drive system. The same fan vehicle was
driven through the exhaust (rear drive) for inlet-radiated noise and through
the inlet (front drive) for fan exhaust noise. The gearbox and the LM1500
gas turbine are contained within acoustically absorbing housings. For the
isolation of front-end noise, and for more accurate flow measurements, the
facility was equipped with a collection system, four standard airflow
measuring venturies, and a suppressor exhaust stack. A schematic of the
scale-model vehicle facility is shown in Figure 9 for rear drive.
With the vehicle in the rear-drive configuration, throttling the fan
was accomplished with a variable discharge valve located in the fan
exhaust duct and the core duct. The discharge valve in the fan duct
(bypass discharge valve) was used to vary the fan pressure ratio while
the core duct discharge valve was used to control the bypass ratio.
For the aft fan-noise evaluation, the facility was equipped with a
massive inlet suppressor (Figure 10) with the vehicle in a front-drive
position. A schematic of the scale-model facility with the vehicle in the
front-drive position is shown in Figure 11. Critical operating points on
three operating lines with the vehicle in front drive were obtained by
the use of three fixed (bypass fan duct), trimmable exhaust nozzles,. The
bypass ratio, as in rear drive, was controlled by a variable discharge
valve in the core duct._
B. Test Program and Instrumentation
a
Acoustic data were taken on five different configurations with the
vehicle in the rear-drive position; i.e., a_baseline cylindrical bell
mouth with an inlet-length-to-fan diameter ratio (L/DF) of 1.4, the
accelerating inlet (no treatment) in the takeoff and approach positions, 	 j
and the hybrid inlet (treated accelerating inlet) in the takeoff and
approach positions (see Figure 5) The baseline bellmouth (cylindrical)
inlet with a throat area of 5765 cm2 (893 in. 2 ) had throat Mach numbers
consideratly lower than that of the contoured accelerating and hybrid
inlets. Therefore, the baseline acoustic data were obtained at the same
corrected tip speeds at which the accelerating and hybrid inlet data were
measured. A photograph of the test vehicle with the hybrid inlet (takeoff
configuration) is shown in Figure 4. In the rear-drive position, acoustic
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data were obtained on three operating lines for each of the three critical
operating points; takeoff, cutback, and approach. A summary of the baseline
acoustic-data points for the rear-drive configuration is shown in Figure
12 for takeoff and cutback and Figure 13 for approach. Acoustic data
points on the accelerating and hybrid inlets were set by one-dimensional
average inlet throat Mach number, while the baseline data points were set
at specific corrected speeds. The speeds chosen for the baseline inlet
were matched with that of the accelerating and hybrid inlets at specific
average throat Mach numbers so as to obtain comparable data. Additional
acoustic data were taken from 50 to 106% corrected speed with the baseline
configuration to get a complete definition of the basic acoustic signature
of the fan.
With the vehicle in front drive, acoustic data were taken for two
exhaust configurations, i.e., hardwall duct without splitter and treated
duct with splitter. (see Figure 8). Three fixed fan exhaust nozzles were
tested for each configuration. The standard baseline bellmouth inlet
(L/DF	 1.4) was used inside the inlet noise suppressor housing.
Acoustic instrumentation for these tests consisted of farfield micro-
phones located on a 31 m (100 ft) arc positioned at 10 degree increments
from 0 to 150° as measured from the inlet axis for front drive. The
microphones were set at the height of the fan centerline, 4.57 m (15 ft)
above the asphalt sound-field surface. For rear drive, acoustic data were
taken with eight (8) inlet wall-mounted high pressure transducers (Kulites)
and three (3) traversing probes; one at the inlet face, one directly ahead
of the fan rotor, and one in the fan discharge aft of the fan frame struts.
Locations of these Kulites and probes are shown in Figure 14. For front
drive, acoustic data were taken with ten (10) exhaust duct outer wall-
mounted Kulitites, and three (3) traversing acoustic probes; one directly
n	 ahead of the fan rotor, one at the fan discharge aft of the fan frame
struts, and one aft of the splitter as shown in Figure 15.
Restrictions were imposed on acoustic testing to assure reliable
data. These included steady winds of less than 8.03 km/hr (5 mph) and
gusts of no more than 4.82 km/hr (3 mph) above the maximum steady wind
from any direction. In addition, data were not taken when the field was
wet or covered with snow, the relative humidity was less than 30% or in
excess of 900, or temperatures less than 266.7° K (20° F).- Also, all
instrumentation protruding into the flowpath_was removed prior to farfield
acoustic data acquisition.
y
For all farfield acoustic testing, two separate sets of data were
taken at each point. Between each set of data a change in fan speed was
made. A summary of the acoustic data operating conditions for the front
drive configuration is shown in Figure 16 for the takeoff, cutback and
approach operating lines.
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C.	 Data Analysis Procedures
The acoustic data-reduction system, schematically illustrat
Figure 17, was designed specifically to perform time-averaged sp
analysis using a 32 second averaging time with a General Radio 1
bandwidth parallel filter system. Data was recorded on FM analo
tape and played back through an amplifier/attenuator to provide
signal input level to utilize the 50 dB dynamic range of the 1/3
filter system. The FM signal has a flat response through 20 kHz
speed of 152.4 cm/sec (60 in. /sec). The data was then processed through
the analog-to-digital converter. The digital signal was then input to the
GEPAC 30 computer which provides a digital magnetic tape used for further
computations and "quick look" printout of sound pressure level spectra.
The acoustic data were analyzed intwo ways. Most of the analysis
was in 1/3-octave bands. All 1/3-octave band data were corrected to a
standard day of 288.5° K (59° F) and 70% relative humidity according to
the SAE method described in ARP 866 (Reference 9). The other method of
data analysis was through narrowband filtering in 20 Hz bandwidths. For
these analyses, a UA-6A Federal Scientific Ubiquitous spectrum analyzer
and a high resolution digital averager were used with a 12.8 second aver-
aging time. This method of analysis, particularly, provides a more defini-
tive look at the spectrum than does 1/3-octave analysis. The 1/3-octave
data were also scaled to full size (178.5 cm, 70.2 in. diameter) and
extrapolated to 61.0 m (200 ft) and 152 m '(500 ft) sidelines with extra
ground attenuation (EGA) effects applied according to the SAE report. AIR
923 (Reference 10). Scale-model and full—scale design parameters are
summarized in Table II.
Table II. Scale-Model and Full-Scale Fan Design Parameters.
Scale Model	 Full-Scale
Diameter cm (in.) 	 90.37 (35.58)	 178.5 (70.2)
Design rpm	 10628_	 5391
Number of Blades	 44	 44
Tip Speed at Design rpm m/sec	 503 (1650)	 503 (1650)
(ft/sec)
Weight Flow Ratio to Scale Model	 1.0	 3.9
Blade Passing Frequency, Hz at	 7790	 3960
Design rpm
Inlet Hub-Tip Radius Ratio	 0.38	 0.38
ix
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The data to be presented have been scaled to reflect a full-scale fan
design for a 111,300 newton (25,000 lb) thrust engine except where noted.
The linear scale factor was 0.508 based on the full-scale fan which is 178.5
cm (70.2 in.) in diameter. The effect of adjusting the data to full scale is
to lower the frequency spectrum, since for a given tip speed a larger fan
turns at a lower rotational speed than a smaller fan. For the case being
considered, the scaling requires a downward shift of three 1/3-octave bands
or one octave band. In addition to the frequency shift, the noise levels were
increased by 10 times the logarithm of the weight flow ratio. By employing
the scaling process, a more realistic evaluation of the extrapolation of the
noise data to distances far from the vehicle can be obtained. This is true
because of the difference in attenuation of various frequency noises in air.
With the spectral compoments of noise in their proper bands, this attenuation
is applied in a more realistic manner. Perceived noise levels were calcu-
lated from these extrapolated spectra according to SAE procedures in ARP 865
A (Reference 11).
Scale-model acoustic data (1/3-octave bands corrected to standard day)
are tabulated in Section 2 of Volume V, NASA CR-134895, along with selected
narrowband traces.
l
The noise characteristics produced at a ground measurement point by an
l^	aircraft flyover along a given flight path were also calculated. The cal-
culation procedure solved the complex geometry of an aircraft traversing a
selected path with varying engine angles and frequencies (from static
spectrum) and resulted in a flight noise spectrum. The spectrum was then
projected over the appropriate acoustic range with the necessary corrections
for preparation of a spectrum at the ground position desired. From this
predicted spectrum, the flight PNL and PNLT values were calculated. This
information was then used to calculate an Effective Perceived Noise Level
(EPNL) value for the flyover event as specified in FAR 36 (Reference 12).
However, the 90 EPNdB floor of the current regulation was not used in this
study since the noise goal for this program was lower than the floor.
There are two direct effects of aircraft flight velocity which alter the
noise spectra, in this case, fan-only, noise spectra. (Fan jet noise removal
is discussed in a following part of this report.) First, the velocity results
in Doppler shifting of the spectrum. The Doppler shift is made according to
the value of the Doppler factor, defined as 1/(1 + M O ) where Mo is the
component of flight Mach number in the direction from the airplane to the
microphone. This factor is multiplied by the 1/3-octave center frequencies.
If the result is a frequency in a neighboring band, a shift is made. Thus,
if the factor exceeds 1.12, a 1/3-octave band shift is made to a higher
frequency (source moving toward the observer), if the factor is less than
0.89, a 1/3-octave band shift is made to a lower frequency (source moving
away from the observer).
A second effect of flight velocity is that of acoustic-wave expansion
and compression known as "dynamic effect" and depends on the position
of the observer relativeto the source (Reference 13) The acoustic-
wave compression that occurs as the aircraft approaches an observer is
y
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characterized by an increase in acoustic pressure. Similarly, as the
aircraft moves away from the observer the acoustic pressure is decreased
due to an effective wave expansion. At 90 degrees from the inlet axis,
the farfield acoustic pressure is the same as when the source is at rest.
The equation used was:
AdB (dynamic effect) 	 t 40 log (1 - Mo Cos 0)
where
M 	 Flight Mach Number
A = Angle of Observer from Inlet Axis (+ is used for 6> 90 -
for 6> 900)
Other correction factors were applied to the static data depending on
the separation distance and aircraft velocity. These correction factors
were spherical divergence, atmospheric absorption as specified in SAE
Specification ARP 866 (Reference 9) and a ground boundary attenuation as
specified in SAE Specification AIR 923 (Reference 10). The ground boundary
layer or EGA factor was further modified by General Electric with the
assumption that it applies only in a layer below 30.48 m (100 ft) altitude.
Noise transmission above this altitude was not attenuated with EGA.
For rear drive, data comparisons between the baseline bellmouth and
accelerating hardwall inlets were intended to define the flow acceleration
suppression, while comparisons between the accelerating and the hybrid
(treated accelerating) inlets defined the treatment effectiveness. With
the vehicle in front drive a comparison was made between the hardwall and
the treated duct with splittex to evaluate the suppression characteristics
of the wall and splitter treatment.
To evaluate the overall noise characterisitcs of this fan at the
three critical operating conditions, the acoustic data from front ,drive
(aft-end noise) was adjusted by removing the jet noise and the fan noise
leakage through the core duct (see Appendix C). The forward- and aft-end
acoustic-spectra were then separately averaged between the run and repeat
point at each farfield angle. The resultant spectra (average of two
readings) from front and rear drive at -a given farfield angle were then
combined logarithmically to give the representative spectra at each angle
for this fan. The static acoustic data was then extrapolated to the
flight conditions of interest per the procedures previously stated. 	 3
j
In the frequency ranges where possible, the acoustic-probe narrowband
spectra data and the farfield (30.5 m, scale model) narrowband spectra data
were separated into three components: broadband noise, multiple pure
16'
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tones (MPT's), and blade passing frequency tones and its harmonics. These
noise components were resolved as follows: a broadband base or substratum
was faired below each maximum resulting from a blade passing tone or its
harmonics, and the maximum was corrected for broadband base level to
obtain the amplitude of the blade passing frequency tone or harmonic 	 l
alone. A similar procedure was applied to the,subharmonic maxima which
represent the MPT's. After subtracting these two components from the 	 {
sound pressure level, the remainder was designated as broadband noise.
Sound power levels for each of these noise components as well as total
sound power level was obtained by integrating the intensity calculated at
each of the radial traverse positions for the probes and at each microphone
angle for the farfield acoustic data. These data are presented in Appen-
dices A and B.
i
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SECTION V
L-
ACOUSTIC RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Fan Inlet Noise — Rear Drive
1.	 Baseline Bellmouth Inlet
The acoustic baseline bellmouth inlet was used for part of the aero-
dynamic tests with the cylindrical aerodynamic measuring section removed
(Figure 5). The baseline inlet was tested primarily to define the unsup-
pressed fan noise characteristics and as a baseline for evaluating the
accelerating and hybrid contoured inlets. The basic acoustic signature of
this single-stage, high tip-speed fan was obtained on the takeoff nominal
operating line at corrected speeds from 50 to 106%. Full-scale 152.4 m
(500 ft) sideline front maximum PNL variations with corrected tip speed for
the bellmouth inlet are shown in Figure 18 for takeoff, cutback, and approach
nominal operating lines. At takeoff and cutback, the noise peaks at about
440 m/sec (1445 ft/sec) and a gradual decrease occurs with increasing speed.
Acoustic data were taken up to 550 m/sec (1800 ft/sec) physical tip speed.
On the takeoff operating line, the noise level decreased by about 8.5 PNdB
from the peak. The continual decrease in noise with increasing tip speed
above 440 m/sec is probably due to the development of a more stable swallowed
shock system covering more of the blade span as the speed is increased past
the initial tip-shock swallowing speed. As a result of this, a significant
reduction in multiple pure tone is witnessed, which provides the PNL noise
reduction .. As previously mentioned, this fan was designed to have a`
swallowed shock system at the takeoff operating condition which is at about
92% speed. The acoustic data at cutback, which is on a lower operating liae
(lower pressure ratio), shows a similar trend. At a tip speed corresponding
to a throat Mach number of 0.79 (on the contoured inlets), the pressure ratio
on the takeoff operating line was about 1.58, while on the cutback operating
line it was about 1.38. At the same tip speed, cutback has a lower noise
(than takeoff) as would be expected with the lower pressure ratio, although,
the change is not very large. The approach operating line shows the noise to
be slightly higher than the takeoff operating line for the same tip speeds.
This might be caused by the fan operating so far off design (i.e. the approach
operating line is well below the nominal, takeoff, operating line, see
Figure 16).
The directivity patterns at selected tip speeds on the takeoff nominal
operating line are shown in Figure 19 for the bellmouth inlet. The 152.4 m
(500 ft) sideline unsuppressed noise peaks at 50' from the inlet axis at all
speeds. A decrease in noise throughout the arc due to a swallowed shock
system is evident at a corrected tip speed of 534.9 m/sec (1755 ft/sec)
relative to 424 m/sec (1390 ft/sec)	 The increased PNL's at the aft angles
(110 and 120°) for 423.7 m/sec (1390 ft/sec) are caused by an increase in
rear radiation of low frequency MPT's, as seen in Figure 20. The 1/3-octave,
full-scale spectra at 152.4 m (500 ft) sideline for the peak forward angle
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iare shown at four different tip speeds in Figure 21. Although the spectra
at corrected tip speeds of 349.9 m/sec (1148 ft/sec) and 534.9 m/sec
(1755 ft/sec) are considerably different, the PNL's are of the same magnitude.
At 534.9 m/sec (1755 ft/sec) there is a significant increase in MPT amplitudes
throughout the frequency range and a BPF amplitude reduction and shift rela-
tive to the 349.9 m/sec (1148 ft/sec) spectra. This can be seen more clearly
from the narrowband comparison (scale model) shown in Figure 22. In this
figure, the onset of MPT's is noticed at 349.9 m (1148 ft/sec) where they
start dominating the PNL. This can be observed in Figure 18 as a slope
change at this speed. The fact that the BPF and the higher amplitude MPT's
are now in a lower noy-weighted region and that the broadband noise is con-
siderably lower at 534.9 m/sec (1755 ft/sec) than at 349.9 m/sec (1148
f t/sec) caused both tip speeds to have the same maximum forward PNL levels.
Ground reflection effects can be observed in the low frequency range and
possibly effects of cutoff for the 423.7 m/sec (1390 ft/sec) narrowband
spectra.
2.	 Accelerating and Hybrid Inlets
The as-measured 31.0 m (100 ft) arc scale-model data for the takeoff
operating point were corrected to standard day conditions and are shown in
Figure 23 for the three inlet configurations; baseline, accelerating, and
hybrid inlets. The noise from the baseline (cylindrical) inlet peaks at
40 from the inlet axis while the contoured (accelerating and hybrid)
inlets show the peak to beat a more forward angle. The major difference
between these inlets which may cause a change in peak angle is contouring,
since the L/Dg's are approximately the same (1.4 for the baseline and 1.5
for the contoured inlets). The aft noise is considerably lower than the
front-end noise due to the massive aft suppressor.
The full-scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline maximum forward PNL variations
with average throat Mach number (and corrected tip speed) are shown in
Figure 24 for the three inlets: baseline bellmouth (L/DF = 1.4), accelera-
ting, and hybrid inlets (L/DF	 1.5, treated L/D F = 0.85). These data were
taken on the nominal operating ,line passing through the takeoff operating
point. The takeoff operating point was defined at 100% of engine thrust
(per Reference 5) with an average throat Mach number of 0.79 in the acceler-
ating and hybrid inlets. As expected, there was essentially no noise sup-
pression due to flow acceleration in the low Mach number region. At the
defined takeoff operating point of MTH 0.79 (VT = 466 m/sec) the noise
reduction 'due to flow acceleration was about 13.5 PNdB which was approxi-
mately 4.0 PNdB more suppression than predicted, as seen in Figure 25.
3
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At low average throat Mach numbers, about 6.0 PNdB noise reduction was
obtained due to wall acoustic treatment on the takeoff operating line with	 1
the hybrid inlet (Figure 24) As the average throat Mach number was in-
creased, the apparent treatment effectiveness decreased with the onset of
flow acceleration suppression. This phenomenon is 'consistent with ,previous
results. At the design average throat Mach number 0.79`, about 1.0 PNdB can
be attributed to treatment effectiveness which gives a total inlet suppression
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of 14.5 PNdB-at the tak--.;foperating point. The apparent reduction of
treatment suppression may actually be a reduction in acceleration suppression
for the hybrid inlet relative to the accelerating inlet. That is, in the
hybrid inlet, the noise has been reduced by the wall treatment prior to
reaching the high Mach number throat region of the inlet. With less acoustic
energy going into the throat region, less net suppression due to flow accel-
eration may take place. In any case, it is obvious that the acceleration and
treat4m^ent suppressions are not directly additive. The overall sound power
level variations with average throat Mach number are similar to that of
perceived noise level as shown in Figure 26.
The full-scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline directivity pattern at the take-
off operating point (MTH = 0.79) is shown in Figure 27 for the baseline,
accelerating, and hybrid inlets. The baseline inlet shows a maximum PNL at
50° with a relatively steep slope up to 80° from the inlet axis, iv,,7hile the
PNL's for the accelerating and hybrid inlets flatten out considerably at the
forward angles. A similar distribution for the overall sound pressure level
is seen in Figure 28. The slope between 50 and 80° for the baseline inlet is
probably steeper than normally observed, due to the lack of rear-noise con-
tribution to front-end noise. The low level at 110° for the baseline con-
figuration was caused by a bad microphone and the data are not valid. The
hybrid and accelerating inlets did suppress the MPT's and caused a reduction
in rear-propagating noise. Full-scale spect-al comparisons at the takeoff
operating point are shown in Figures 29 through 43 for inlet angles of 10 to
150° respectively. All of the baseline spectra are MPT dominated (at this
supersonic tip speed) and the BPF level is not discernible above the broad-
band noise. The hybrid and accelerating inlet spectra, in contrast, contain
mostly broadband noise and a few low frequency MPT's that were not fully
suppressed. The peaks at 80 and 160 Hz are the drive shaft's one and two
per-rev signals and have essentially no effect on the PNL. At the maximum
forward angle of 50°, Figure 33, a considerable decrease in high frequency
noise due to flow acceleration is observed with the hybrid and accelerating
inlets In general, the spectra at the takeoff operating point (MTH = 0.79)
show that the accelerating inlet did provide a substantial decrease in SPL's
throughout the frequency range. The treatment effectiveness of the hybrid
inlet, however, fell short of expectations. Comparisons of measured results
relative to prediction and design goals are included in Section V-D.
Figures 44 through 50 show the 1/3-octave sound power level spectral
i	 comparisons for the three inlet configurations; baseline, accelerating and
r	 hybrid inlets. The data shown are from the 'takeoff nominal operating line
for a range of average throat Mach numbers of 0. 47 to 0.88. At the higher
	
9one-dimensional Mach numbers of 0.87 and 0.88, the hybrid and accelerating
inlets are choked and a facility noise floor is reached.
The scale-model 31 m (100 ft) arc data for the cutback operating point
are shown in Figure 51 for the three inlet configurations. As at takeoff,
the baseline noise peaks at 50° while, the contoured inlets shows the peak to
be further forward. The aft noise is lower than the forward noise due to the
massive aft suppressor.
	 9
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FThe full-scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline maximum PNL variations with
average throat Mach number on the cutback operating line are shown in Figure
52. The cutback operating point was defined at about 80% of the takeoff
engine thrust with an average throat Mach number of 0.79 in the inlet. On
the fan aerodynamic performance map, this would appear on a lower operating
line relative to the takeoff condition and at a lower speed but with the same
corrected weight flow (see Section V-C). Treatment effectiveness at low
average throat Mach number is somewhat less than expected. Suppression due
to flow acceleration at an MTg of 0.79 is about 11.0 PNdB. Approximately 2.5
PNdb suppression is attributed to treatment at the 0.79 throat Mach number,
which gives a total inlet suppression of 13.5 PNdB at the cutback operating
point. The noise trend with increasing throat- Mach numbers beyond 0.79 is
similar to that of the takeoff condition.
The tip speed for the defined cutback point is about 30.5 m/sec (100
f t/sec) Tower than the takeoff point at an average throat Mach number of
	 I
0.79. Despite the lower tip speed and pressure ratio, the peak forward fan
noise at cutback is slightly higher than at takeoff for the MTx 0.79 oper-
ating point. This is because, at takeoff, the shock is probably more swal-
lowed and the stable shock region covers more blade span, resulting in lower
MPT levels relative to cutback. The overall sound power level variation with
average throat Mach number for the cutback point is shown in Figure 53. The
directivity pattern, Figure 54, shows the baseline, accelerating, and hybrid
inlets to have the same directivity as takeoff (see Figure 27) for the same
average throat Mach number. An overlay of the hybrid inlet directivities is
provided in Figure 55 for the takeoff and cutback operating points. This
indicates that fan pressure ratio has little effect on forward-radiated fan
noise directivity, at supersonic tip speeds for the highly suppressed case.
The overall sound pressure level directivities for cutback, Figure 56, are
also consistent with that of takeoff. Full -scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline
spectral comparisons at MT H of 0.79 for the cutback operating condition are
shown in Figures 57 through 71 for inlet angles of 10 to 150 from the
inlet axis. At the maximum forward angle of 50°, Figure 61, a substantial
decrease in high frequency noise due to flow acceleration is obtained with
both the accelerating and hybrid inlets. More treatment suppression was
obtained at the cutback point than at takeoff.
1/3-octave sound power level spectra from the cutback operating line are
shown in Figures 72 through 78 for a range of throat Mach numbers for 0.52 to
0.94. A noise floor was reached at throat Mach numbers of 0.90 and 0.94 with
the hybrid and accelerating inlets.
The 31 m (100 ft) arc scale-model data at the approach operating condi-
tion is shown in Figure 79. The change in peak forward angle is somewhat
more pronounced than that of the takeoff and cutback_ operating points. This
is most likely an inlet contour effect caused by the higher diffusion angle
when the inlet is at the approach position (smaller throat area)
Figure 80 shows the full-scale, 152 -m
 (500 ft) sideline maximum PNL
variation with average throat Mach number and tip speed at the approach
operating point for the baseline, accelerating, and hybrid inlets. The
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tapproach point was defined at 26% of the engine takeoff thrust with an average
inlet throat Mach number of 0.79. At low average thlroat Mach numbers
about 2.O PNdB was obtained due to flow acceleration and about 5.5 PNdB due
to treatment effectiveness. At the approach inlet design throat Mach number 	 -
of 0.79 the noise suppression due to flow acceleration was about 8.0 PNdB.
The treatment (hybrid inlet) was responsible for 3.0 PNdB suppression for a
total of 11.0 PNdB reduction at the approach design point. On an overall
sound power level basis, Figure 81, the trends are the same but the delta
suppression is slightly less than on a perceived noise basis. Figures 82 and
83 show the directivity of the PNL and overall sound pressure level at the
approach design point. A slight shift rearward in maximum forward PNL is
observed with the hybrid and accelerating inlets. An examination of the
spectral data, Figures 84 through 98, shows that the PNL shift is due to
slight changes in BPF and high frequency noise suppression. The spectra at
the approach operating point have no MPT's since the relative Mach number is
subsonic. The tone at approach should have been suppressed by about 18.0 dB
based on the treatment design (Reference 3). The lower than expected tone
suppression at approach may be due to the increased diffuser angle (area
ratio of 1.89) and the larger boundary layer, which increases fan interaction
noise. This could cause the approach suppression to be less, or more likely
cause a source noise increase (see probe data in Appendix A). Although the
suppression was not as expected, there was an increase in treatment suppres-
sion relative to takeoff and cutback at the design point.
The 1/3-octave sound power level spectra for the approach operating
point are shown in Figures 99 through 104 for a throat Mach number range of
0.68 to 0.90. As the Mach number increases above 0.79 a facility noise floor
is reached and little or no suppression is obtained.
A summary of the inferred acoustic treatment suppression versus average
throat Mach number is shown in Figure 105 for the takeoff, cutback, and
approach inlet positions. The largest inferred suppression is obtained at
j low throat Mach numbers and decreases with increasing throat Mach numbers.
This trend is consistent with previous experience on both low and high tip
_speed fans. The apparent reduction of treatment suppression may actually be
'
	
	
a reduction in acceleration suppression for the hybrid inlet relative to the
accelerating inlet. That is, in the hybrid inlet, the noise has been reduced
by the wall treatment prior to reaching the high Mach number throat region of
the inlet. With less acoustic energy going into the throat region, less net 	 1
suppression due to flow acceleration may take place. Figure 106 shows the
total suppression, i.e., flow acceleration plus treatment, versus average
throat Mach number. Noise suppression at MTH < 0.55 is due to acoustic
treatment only since there is no flow acceleration in the inlet below this
throat Mach 'number. At throat Mach numbers above 0.70, flow acceleration
becomes the dominant noise-suppression mechanism, while the treatment effec-
tiveness continually decreases, as seen in Figure 105.-
In summary, the results of acoustic testing of the single-stage fan
operated in rear drive reaffirms that a swallowed shock system in the fan
blade row has a favorable effect in reducing high tip speed fan multiple pure
tone (buzzsaw) noise. The total suppression obtained with the hybrid inlet
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lat the design point was 11.0 to 14.5 PNdB on a 152 m (500 ft) sideline for
the maximum forward angle at the three critical operating points. Treatment
effectiveness at low Mach number conditions was lower than expected based on
prediction. At the design average throat Mach numbers of 0.79, the major
noise suppression mechanism was flow acceleration which resulted in a reduc-
tion of 13.5 PNdB at takeoff, 11.0 PNdB at cutback, and 8.0 PNdB at approach.
There is an apparent loss in acoustic treatment effectiveness with increasing
inlet throat Mach number. This is consistent with previous results from
hybrid inlet tests; but in actuality, the loss might be acceleration suppres-
sion. Further investigation is required in order to separate the suppression
mechanisms. At any rate, the two are not directly additive in hybrid inlets.
B.	 Fan Exhaust Noise - Front Drive
I
The acoustic data for aft noise were obtained with the vehicle in the 	 9
front-drive position. The inlet had the baseline bellmouth inlet and a
massive inlet suppessor for the isolation of aft noise. Acoustic data were
taken with two fan exhaust-duct configurations, a hardwall without splitter 	 j
and treated walls with splitter. The choice of data points was based on
matching corrected tip speed with that of the rear-drive configurations so as
to have comparable acoustic data. This allows for the summation of front and
aft noise to get the total noise for the fan.
The as-measured 31.0 (100 ft) arc scale-model data for the takeoff
operating point were corrected to standard day conditions and are shown in
Figure 107 for the two exhaust configurations hardwall and treated with
splitter. At the maximum angle, about 4.5 PNdB suppression is obtained with
the treated configuration.
Full scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline aft maximum PNL variations with
corrected tip speed for both hardwall and treated configurations are shown in
Figure 108 for the takeoff nominal operating line. A monotonic increase in
maximum aft noise with tip speed is observed for both the treated and hardwall
configurations. At the takeoff operating point, 466 m/sec (1530 ft/sec) a
reduction of about 8.0 PNdB is obtained with the treated aft fan duct with a
splitter. Slightly more suppression, about 2.0 PNdB, is obtained at tip
speeds lower than takeoff. The probable reason is that at low speed the
unsuppressed spectra is tone dominated and the treatment is inore effective
than at high, speed, which has considerably more high frequency broadband
noise. This will be examined in greater detail in the succeeding discussion.'
Maximum aft-noise variations with fan pressure ratio are shown in Figure 109 	 {
on the takeoff operating line for both hardwall and treated configurations.
The overall sound power level variations with tip speed, shown in Figure 110,
are similar to that of preceived noise level, although the delta between the
treated and hardwall configurations is slightly lower.'	 ?
The full-scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline directivity pattern at the take-
off operating point is shown in Figure 111 for the hardwall duct and treated
duct with a splitter'. There is a slight shift of the maximum aft angle from
110 to 120° for the treated configuration. As previously noted, there is an
8.0 PNdB suppression due to treatment at the maximum angle (peak -to-peak). A
a
I
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Fsimilar distribution for the overall sound pressure level is seen in Figure
112. Full-scale spectral comparisons are shown in Figures 113 through 128
for 30 to 160° from the inlet axis. At the maximum aft angle of 110° for
the unsuppressed spectra, Figure 121, about 13.0 dB suppression is obtained
at the BPF (4000 Hz) while at the maximum angle for the suppressed spectra,
120 (Figure 122), the suppression at BPF is about 10 dB. This results
from a slightly lower unsuppressed tone at 120° as indicated in the narrow-
band spectra of Figures 123 and 124. It is also interesting to note there
appears to be somelow frequency MPT's propagating through the fan duct and
into the farfield for the hardwall configuration. The BPF haystacking is a
modulation of the BPF as it propagates down the core and fan duct and
through both turbulent exhaust regions to the farfield microphones. A more
detailed investigation of the haystacking phenomenon is presented in
App endix C.
In general, the aft spectra at the ,takeoff operating point (V T = 466)
m/sec) shows that the treatment in the aft fan duct did provide a substan-
tial decrease in SPL's in the 800 Hz to 10,000 Hz frequency range. There
was little or no suppression at frequencies below 800 Hz because the acoustic
treatment was not tuned for those frequencies and the jet noise is control-
ling some of these levels.
Figures 129 through 133 show the 1/3-octave sound power level (PWL)
spectral comparisons for the two exhaust configurations; hardwall and
treated with splitter exhaust ducts. The data, shown are from the nominal
takeoff operating line for a range of corrected tip speeds of 268 m/sec
(880 ft/sec) to 507 m/sec (1665 ft/sec). The suppression characteristics
seem to be better at the lower speeds. This may be caused by the lower
wall Mach numbers (-0.4) resulting in a_decrease in acoustic treatment
resistance and subsequently more suppression with this configuration.
The scale-model 31.0 m (100 ft) arc data for the cutback operating	 i
point is shown in Figure 134 for the two exhaust configurations. About
11.0 PNdB suppression is obtained at the maximum aft angle of 130° with
good suppression throughout the arc._
The 152 m (500 ft) sideline full-scale aft maximum PNL variations with
corrected tip speed are shown in Figure 135 for the hardwall and treated
aft-duct configurations on the nominal cutback operating line. The treated
aft duct with a splitter caused a noise reduction of about 13.0 PNdB at the
cutback operating point, 439 m/sec (1440 ft/sec). On this operating line,
the suppression at the maximum aft angle is fairly constant throughout^	 PP	 g-	 Y 	 theg
speed range except at the lowest speedtested where the suppression increased
to about 15.0 PNdB. Spectral comparisons_ at 120° for 351;m/sec (1152
ft/sec), Figure ` 136, and 402 m/sec (1318 ft/sec), Figure 137 show that the
amount of suppression is similar for the two speeds except in the vicinity
of the BPF where the suppressed BPF tone is higher for the higher tip
speed. The remaining BPF tone noise for the suppressed configuration is
not believed due to treatment ineffectiveness but rather to the tone leakage
through the core flowpath (sae Figure 15) As the tone energy passes
through the exhaust wakes, the energy is redistributed in the side bands
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of the tone and appears as a haystack. (A more detailed explanation is
given in Appendix C.) On a 1/3-octave basis, this appears as ,a higher tone
due to the broadband energy within the 1/3-octave bandwidth. On the engine,
there would be a core (compressor, turbines, and combustor), therefore,
this tone noise would not propagate through the core duct.
The cutback operating line maximum aft PNL is shown versus fan pressure
ratio in Figure 138. The overall sound power level variation with tip speed
for the cutback operating line is shown in Figure 139. The trends are
similar to the PNL variations with tip speed but the delta between the
treated and hardwail configurations is lower.
a
The directivity pattern at the cutback operating point, Figure 140,
shows a 13.0 PNdB reduction in maximum aft noise with the treated duct. The 1
unsuppressed directivity at cutback is about the same as that of takeoff,
(see Figure 111), although at cutback, the pressure ratio and tip speed are
lower. A comparison of the takeoff and cutback suppressed directivity shows
that the aft-duct treatment was more effective at the lower design operating
point (cutback). This is a result of better suppression characteristics
throughout the fan-noise frequency range for the cutback (lower) operating 	 a
point. The improved treatment suppression for the cutback condition relative
to takeoff is probably because the cutback condition, known to be the most
challenging with respect to meeting the suppression level goals, was given 	 -:
particular attention when selecting the treatment design (see Reference 3).
The overall sound pressure level directivity for the cutback operating point
is shown in Figure 141 and is consistent with that of takeoff except for the
lower suppressed levels (Figure 112). Full-scale ,152 m (500 ft) sideline
spectral comparisons for the cutback operating point are shown in Figures 142
through 155 for angles of 30 to 160° from the inlet axis. At the maximum aft
angle of 120°, Figure 151, a substantial decrease in noise was obtained in
the frequency range of 1000 Hz to 10,000 Hz.
1/3-octave sound power level spectra from the cutback operating line are
shown in Figures 156 through 160 for tip speeds ranging from 351 m/sec (1150
f t/sec) to 503 m/sec (1650 ft/sec) . It is evident that there is fan noise 	 1
propagating through the core from examining the delta power at the-BPF (hard-
wall treated) and comparing it to the nozzle probe results shown in Appendix
A for the cutback operating condition. The probe data shows a 25 dB reduc-
tion with the treated configuration while the 1/3-octave data -shows -a reduc-
tion of about 18 dB, Figure 158 _(see Appendix C).
The 31.0 m (100 ft) arc scale-model-data at the approach operating con-
dition is shown in Figure 161. At the maximum aft angle, there is an 11.0
PNdB suppression with the treated configuration. The peak angle on the
31.0 m arc occurs at 140° from the inlet axis. When extrapolated to a side-
line the peak angle moves forward to 120°. Good data repeatability was
obtained for both configurations.
Figure 162 shows the full-scale, 152 m-(500 ft) sideline maximum PNL
variation with corrected tip speed on the approach operating line for the
hardwall and treated aft-duct configurations. Only slight variations in aft
noise were expected since the ranges of tip speeds and pressure ratios were
small. At the approach operating point, 316- m/sec (1036 ft/sec),
 'the amount
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Of suppression obtained with the treated duct was about 13.5 PNdB. All
speeds on the approach operating line showed similar suppression charac-
teristics. This can also be observed on a pressure ratio basis as shown in
Figure 163. On an overall sound power level basis, Figure 164, the trends
with the tip speed are the same but the delta suppression is slightly less
than on a perceived noise basis. Figures 165 and 166 show the PNL and over-
all sound pressure level directivity comparisons of the two exhaust duct
configurations at the approach operating point. The spectral comparisons at
the approach condition are shown in Figure 167 through 182 for angles of 30
to 160° from the inlet axis. At the maximum angle of 120°, Figure 176, the
treated configuration shows that a definite tone stands out at the blade 	
3
passing frequency of 2500 Hz. By examining the farfield narrowbands, Figure
177, it can be seen that this is a result of a haystacking phenomenon. From
the nature of the haystack, that is, its presence in the farfield but not at
the nozzle probe, (see Figure 178 and Appendix A), it is believed that the
noise is coming through the core duct and contributing to the farfield
results	 (See Appendix C for a more detailed discussion of noise leakage
through the core). The 1/3-octave sound power level spectra for the approach
operating line are shown in Figures 183 through 187 for corrected tip speeds
of 296 m/sec (970 ft/sec) to 328 m/sec (1075 ft /sec). At the approach oper-
ating point, Figure 185, the delta power suppression at the BPF is consider-
ably less, by about 10 dB on the average, when compared to the nozzle probe
delta power, shown in Appendix A. This discrepancy occurs to some degree at
all speeds on the approach operating line. It is also suspected that there
is some high frequency broadband noise (above BPF) coming through the core.
As with the other operating conditions, this specific haystack noise
should not appear on an actual engine due to the presence of a core engine 	
f
compressor, combustor, and turbines.
In summary, the total suppression obtained with the treated fan exhaust
duct with splitter was about 8.0 PNdB at takeoff and about 13.0 PNdB at cut-
back and approach for the maximum aft angle on a 152-m (500 ft) sideline. In
reality,_ the measured suppression was not truly indicative of the treatment
effectiveness since there was some apparent leakage of fan noise through the
facility corn flowpath.	 y
In Section V-D, an effort was made to apply corrections to the spectra
so as to obtain more realistic suppression results.
C.	 Aerodynamic Performance Results
Detailed fan aerodynamic performance data were taken and are discussed
in Reference 4. Inlet and bypass duct aerodynainic data. werFy taken for
several acoustic test points for the three inlet and two exhaust configura-
tions. These data are summarized in Figures 188 through 196. For rear
drive, the inlet throat area for approach with the hybrid and accelerating
inlets was smaller than at takeoff and cutback, in order to obtain the
required average throat Mach number of 0.79 This resulted in a slightly
lower stall line than that obtained with the cylindrical baseline bellmouth
inlet (Figure 190). This presented no problems since the approach operating
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lines were considerably lower than the established stall line (Figure 191).
Throttling was accomplished with a variable discharge valve in the fan
exhaust duct (for rear drive) while the bypass ratio was maintained with a
core discharge valve which was also variable.
With the vehicle in front drive (for the isolation of aft-end noise)
both hardwall and treated configurations were tested with the baseline
bellmouth (fixed geometry) inlet. For these configurations, three fixed fan-
duct exhaust nozzles were used to obtain the appropriate operating lines for
the three critical operating points, takeoff, cutback and approach. The
bypass ratio was maintained, as in rear drive, with the core discharge valve.
The fan did not make the design goals of 1.8 pressure _ratio at 1001 corrected
speed with 117.9 kg/sec (259.9 lb/sec) flow. At 100% corrected speed the
pressure ratio was actually 1.73, about 3.3% low, at a flow of 114.5 kg/sec
(252 lb/sec), which was about 3.5% below the predicted level. The fact that
the fan operated slightly off design did not have a significant effect on the
acoustic resulrs.
Generally, the inlet aerodynamic performance was as expected (see.
Reference 4). The hybrid inlet performed well at the design throat Mach
number (0.79) with little chance of separation in either mode; i.e, approach
or takeoff. If anything, the hybrid inlet tended to retard separation relative
to the accelerating inlet; an effect of the greater surface roughness of the 	 l
acoustic treatment leading to greater shear stresses at the wall. The inlet
total pressure recoveries were encouragingly high (see Figures 194 and 195)
in spite of the long inlet high area ratios and hi
numbers. The spread in trend lines indicate the accuracy
aver age throat Mach
racy ofthe area-weighted	 j
total pressures when attempting to account for wedge blockage and loss effects.
At the design point, the recoveries were 98.9 and 98.2% for takeoff and 	 3
approach conditions, respectively. In the takeoff position, where most of
the wedge is exposed (see Figure 4), recovery can be determined within a 1/2%
band. At approach, where very little wedge is exposed, recovery can be more
accurately determined. Figure 196 shows that the hybrid inlet may be expected
to have less than 10% distortion in either mode over the entire operating
range under static condtions._
i
From an inlet aerodynamic standpoint, the penalty for increasing the
inlet throat Mach number to about 0.84 at takeoff and cutback and to 0.81 at
approach would be very small in terms of inlet recovery or distortion under
static conditions. The inlet recoveries would be above 0.98 and the inlet
distortion would be about 10%. The increase in throat Mach number would
provide additional acoustic suppression (see Figure 25).
Total pressure losses ofthe acoustically treated splitter duct were in
general agreement with the original predictions. A comparison of these
losses with those of the hardwall duct without spl tier is provided in Table
I .L L .
In high bypass ratio engines, the change in specific fuel consumption
'SFC) associated with a change in duct pressure, loss can be translated through
an influence coefficient of about 1.1 at cruise conditions. Thus the acous-
tically treated duct results in a penalty of about 0.68% in cruise SFC.
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jThis is not a large penalty, considering the extensiveness of the treatment
applied, including the splitter.
Table III. Duct Pressure Losses.
Takeoff	 Cutback	 Cruise	 Approach
Treated Duct with Splitter
[APT/PT128(%)
	
1.35	 3.24	 1.41	 2.05
,f	
Hardwall Duct without Splitter
.I [APT/PT]28(%)	 0.79	 1.28	 0.79	 0
A[APTIPT]28(%)	 0.56	 1.96	 0.62	 2.05
f	 Estimated, based on measured, results.
D.	 Static Data Projected to Flight
One of the goals of this program was to demonstrate, through extra-
polation of ground static data, the fan noise levels that would be antici-
pated in flight for takeoff, cutback, and approach operating points relative
to FAR 36 (Reference 12) requirements.	 The host vehicle used to define the
flight conditions for noise evaluation during cycle selection studies was the
j	 Boeing 767-640 trijet with a Takeoff Gross Weight (TOGW) of 137,892 kg
(304,000 lbs) as described in Reference 5. 	 The trijet had two wing-mounted
and one tail.-mounted engines.
The static acoustic data used for flight extrapolation were a combina-
tion of the individual spectra of both front drive (aft noise) and rear drive
(front noise) for the three critical operating points. 	 Since the noise goal
of FAR 36'- 20 EPNdB was based on "fan only" noise, the front-drive acoustic
data (aft noise) were adjusted by removing jet noise from each spectra from
80 to 1.60°-from the inlet axis. 	 The procedure used to predict and remove the
jet noise from the measured spectra is given in Appendix C.	 Another factor
that contributed to the static noise levels which is not representative of a
real engine is the leakage of fan noise through the core duct.	 When the BPF
tone energy propagates via the core duct and passes through the turbulent
wake of the exhaust nozzle, the energy of the tone is scattered into side-
bands and appears as a haystack in the farfield. 	 On an actual engine, there
would be a core compressor, combustor, and turbines through which the fan
tone would be attenuated. 	 The method of isolating and removing the core tone
noise leakage from the static spectra is explained in Appendix C.
a
The full-scale 152 m (500 ft) sideline PNL directivity of the combined
front-'and aft-noise static spectra for the takeoff operating point is shown
in Figure 197.	 The resultant PNL directivity was obtained by logarithmicallyi
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adding the average (of two points) sound pressure levels at each angle for
both front and rear drive. This was done for the hardwall and treated config-
urations after the removal of the jet noise and fan tone leakage through the
core from the aft noise. At takeoff, the PNL directiv4t-y shows this fan to
be rear dominant by about 1.5 PNdB for the treated configuration. The treated
con  igurat ion consists of a treated of t f an duc t w  L  sI) 11 t t c a t- :I lid t lie 11\'11 t . I d
inlet. The front-radiated, aft-generated noise is actua-Ily controlling tho
front PNL's for both hardwall and treated configurations. This indicates
that further noise reduction in the inlet would not decrease the front or
aft noise. For additional reductions in fan noise at the takeoff operating
condition, it would first be necessary to provide for additional noise
reduction in the exhaust fan duct before additional inlet noise suppression
would have a payoff.
The suppressed directivity at takeoff shows the PNL distribution to be
almost flat, which indicates a balanced suppression design. This also occurs
at the other operating points of cutback and approach.
Spectral comparisons at the maximum forward and aft angles are shown in
Figures 198 and 200. The tone at 400 Hz at the maximum forward angle for the
unsuppressed spectra, Figure 198, is a low frequency MPT not attenuated with
the hardwall (accelerating) inlet (from rear-drive spectra, see Figure 35).
An example of how the front- and rear-generated noise are combined on a
spectral basis is shown in Figure 199 at the maximum forward angle for the
unsuppressed configuration. At the maximum aft angle (110°), Figure 200, the
fully suppressed configuration shows high frequency noise dominating the PNL.
It is possible that some of this high frequency noise may be leaking through
the core duct as did the tone, see Appendix C. Figure 201 illustrates how
the individual front- and rear-generated noise are combined on a spectral
basis at the maximum aft angle for the suppressed configuration.
The resultant directivities for the cutback operating condition were
obtained in a similar manner as that described for takeoff and are shown in
Figure 202. As a takeoff, the PNL directivity shows the fan to be rear
dominant for both hardwall and treated configurations. Similarly, the
suppressed forward noise has a contribution from front-radiated, aft-generated
fan noise.
The total suppression for the combined spectra is about 1'L.5 PNdB at the
maximum forward angle and 13.0 PNdB at the maximum aft angle. A decrease in
suppression of 1.5 PNdB results at the maximum forward angle due to the con-
tribution of aft fan noise. Maximum aft PNL decreased by about 0.5 PNdB due
to the absence of jet noise and tone leakage through the core. For the aft
angles, the corrected directivity is the same as the uncorrected directivity
since the aft noise from the rear-drive
 configuration does not contribute to
the front-drive aft PNL's. A peak-to-peak spectral comparison of the forward
and aft angles is shown in Figures 203 and 204 for the cutback operating
point. As with the takeoff operating point, the aft spectra at cutback show
considerable high frequency noise for the treated_ configuration which pos-
sibly leaked through the core duct.
At the approach operating point, the resultant 152 m (500 ft) sideline
PNL distributions for the hardwall and completely suppressed configurations
are shown in Figure 205. Since the front noise, at this point, is not
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controlled by aft fan noise, the delta suppression remained unchanged (10.5
PNdB) relative to measured front-end noise. The resultant maximum aft noise
at approach does show a decrease in PNL of about 1.5 PNdB, not because of
front contribution, but because of the contribution of jet noise and fan tone
leakage through the core for the as-measured aft noise. Spectral comparisons
at the maximum forward and aft angles are shown in Figures 206 and 207 respec-
tively. As with the takeoff and cutback operating points, the aft suppressed
spectra at approach shows high frequency noise which possibly radiated from
the core duct.
The resultant static spectra for takeoff, cutback, and approach were
extrapolated to their respective flight conditions to determine the EPNL's
for each mode of operation. Table IV describes the three flight conditions.
There are some differences between the design predicted and the measured
parameters. These include higher speeds at the three operating conditions
for the measured data required to obtain the flow necessary for an inlet
throat Mach number of 0.79. Flight noise calculations were done according to
the procedures described in Section IV-C.
Table IV. Flight Conditions for EPNL Calculations (MTg = 0.79).
Pred Feted
Actual (design) Front Acoustic Rear Acoustic
7.	 Pan % Fan Tip Speed Altitude Measuring Max PNL Ran a Max PNL Range
GoIIdltinn Speed Speed Point Angle Anglem sec ft sec m ft m Et m ft
T akeofF 92.7 9'2.0 466 1530 248 800 457 m 50° 676 2219 110° 551 1809
(1500	 ft)	 S.L.
(:ut1)	 k 87.4 85.0 439 L440 390 1280 6.48 km 50° 492 1617 120° 450 1478
(3.5 n.	 mi.)
Approach 626 58.0 316 1036 113 370 1.852 km 50° 147 483 120° 130 427
(1.0 n.	 mi.)
j
At takeoff, Figure 208, the flight PNL directivity indicates the fan
noise to be front dominant for the suppressed configuration. It was previ-
ously illustrated on a static basis that the front-radiated, aft-generated
noise actually is controlling the front noise. Additional noise suppression
in the inlet would not contribute, significantly to the reduction of front
noise. The takeoff flight spectra at the maximum forward and aft angles are	 j
shown in Figures 209 and 210 for the hardwall and treated configurations. At
the maximum_ forward angle, Figure 209, the suppressed spectra is- actually <aft
noise radiated to the front angle and not inlet noise. At the maximum aft
angle, Figure 210, the suppressed spectra is dominated by rear noise.
The flight PNL directivity for the power cutback point is shown in Fig-
ure 211. As at takeoff, the fan noise is front dominant due to dynamic
effect. Spectral comparisons of the hardwall and suppressed configurations
at the maximum forward and aft angles are shown in Figures 212 and 213
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respectively. The unsuppressed spectra at cutback are slightly higher than
at takeoff due to slightly higher source noise (see Section V-B) and to the
shorter acoustic range as shown in Table IV. However, as previously noted
(Section V-B) for the static data, better acoustic suppression was obtained
at cutback relative to takeoff. For their designated acoustic range (takeoff
and cutback), the suppressed levels at the maximum forward and aft angles- are
about the same.
Flight PNL's and spectral comparisons at the maximum forward and aft
angles for the approach operating point are shown in Figures 214 through 216.
The suppressed PNL directivity at approach is front dominant with no contri-
bution from aft fan noise. Front noise at approach is controlled by the BPF
which was not completely suppressed with the hybrid inlet. As previously
explained for the static results, the lower than expected tone suppression at
approach may be due to the increased diffuser angle (area ratio of 1.89)
causing a larger fan inlet boundary layer, which increases fan interaction
noise. Although the suppression was not as expected, there was an increase
in treatment suppression relative to the takeoff and cutback operating points.
The tone-corrected perceived noise levels (PNLT) were calculated for 	 I
both hardwall and treated configurations for all three modes of operation.
These are shown in Figures 217, 218, and 219 for takeoff, cutback, and
approach respectively. The unsuppressed PNLT's show a considerable differ-
ence in directivity when compared with the static PNL directivities (Figures
197, 202, and 205) especially at the forward angles This is due to the
tone-controlled spectra for the unsuppressed configurations and to dynamic
effect for both suppressed and unsuppressed configurations. An example of
the PNLT directivity without dynamic effect is shown in Figure 217 for the
suppressed configuration. Without dynamic effect, a decrease in PNLT of
about 2.0 PNdB is obtained at the maximum forward angle and an increase of
about 2.0 PNdB at the maximum aft angle.
i
A summary of the projected EPNL's-for the hardwall and treated config-
urations at the three critical operating points, are presented in Table V.	 1
Table V. Projected EPNLs for Hardwall and Treated Configuration.
3 Engines
(level flyover)
Front	 Front	 A	 Back	 Back	 A	 Total Total	 A
Condition	 Unsupp	 Supp	 Front	 Unsupp	 Supp	 Back	 Unsupp Supp	 Total
Takeoff	 104.5	 89.7	 14.8	 100.0	 93.9	 6.1	 105.8	 95.4	 10.4
Cutback	 104.5	 93.4	 11.1	 104.8	 93.6	 11.2	 108.7	 96.3	 12.4
Approach
	 105.7	 96.9	 8.8	 108.2	 93.8	 14.4	 110.2	 98.9	 11.3
w
is
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The effective perceived noise levels shown are for a level flyover of a
three-engine aircraft. The total EPNL suppressions were 10.4 EPNdB at take-
off, 1.2.4 EPNdB at cutback, and 11.3 EPNdB at approach. The total suppres-
sion for the front and aft components were arrived at by flying the adjusted
static spectra for both front and aft individually. At takeoff and cutback,
the suppressed EPNL is dominated by rear fan noise. At approach, a decrease
in EPNL may be realized by operating either at a lower tip speed to avoid the
sharp controlling tone indicated at this point, or at a higher throat Mach
number. A higher throat Mach number at approach (with increased airflow and
larger exhaust area) appears practical from an inlet performance standpoint.
Table VI summarizes the EPNL's for the for-ward, aft, and total fan noise
relative to FAR 36 at the three critical points. The EPNL fcr the total
(front and back) unsuppressed fan noise at takeoff was slightly lower than
FAR 36 while at cutback and approach, they were higher by 5.7 EPNdB and 4.2
EPNdB respectively.
The hybrid inlet, at a throat Mach number of 0.79, resulted in forward
fan-noise suppressions ranging from 9.1 to 16.3 AEPNdB relative to FAR 36.
Additional suppressions could be obtained by increasing the throat Mach
number to 0.84 at the takeoff/cutback and 0.81 at approach. Furthermore,
additional fan-inlet noise reductions could possibly result from inlet flight 	 s
effects (cleanup) which have been observed between ground static data extra-
polated to flight and actual measured flight noise. The reduced noise levels
in flight are generally attributed to reduced flight turbulence levels rela-
tive to the static test case, which results in reduced rotor-turbulence
interaction noise from the fan source.
The fully treated exhaust duct with splitter provided aft fan-noise sup-
pressions ranging from 9.4 to 12.2 AEPNdB relative to FAR 36. It is con-
sidered that additional suppressions beyond these values might have been
obtained, depending on whether or not the farfield noise measurements during
testing contained a significant amount of high frequency noise leaked from
the core stream f lowpath. There was no quantitative method to determine this
with the test instrumemtation available.
Combining the front and aft suppressed fan noise in flight, EPNL suppres-
sions ranging from 6.7 to 10.6 AEPNdB relative to FAR 36 resulted. As was 	 4
suspected early in the design phase, the cutback condition emerged the most
critical, (regarding the design goal suppression of FAR 36 minus 20 EPNdB)
with the approach point close behind (see Reference 3). As discussed above,
g .rater suppressions than those measured mightbe possible with this same
vehicle and suppression system. As a point of interest, the suppressed fan
noise level relative to the proposed new regulation (AEPNdB), as defined in
the draft of the FAA Environmental Impact Statement dated July 9, 1975, is
` included on Table VI. This comparison shows that thesingle-stage advanced
technology fan noise is less than the proposed new regulation levels at all
conditions. Thus, use of this fan on an engine would be compatible with the
new regulation, if the same suppression devices were employed.
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Table VI. Projected EPNL Levels Compared to FAR 36.
UNSUPPRESSED COMPARISONS
Conditions
Fro °	 d Front	 Back
FAR 361)
	Unsuvp.-ssed
A Back Total A Total
Unsuppressed	 Unsuppressed Unsuppressed Unsuppressed Unsuppressed
Takeoff 106.0
	 104.5 -1.5	 100.0 -6.0 105.8 -0.2
Cutback 103.0
	 104.5 +1.5	 104.8- +1.8 108.7 +5.7
Approach 106.0
	 105.7 -0.,3	 108.2 +2.2 110.2 +4.2
SUPPRESSED COMPARISONS
Front A Front
	 Back	 A Back Total Total 02)Condition_ FAR 36	 Suppressed Suppressed	 Suppressed	 Suppressed Suppressed Suppressed
Takeoff 106.0
	 89.7 -16.3
	 93.9
	 -12.1 95.4 -10.6 -1.6	 (Y)
Cutback 103.0
	 93.4 -9.6	 93.6	 -9.4 96.3 -6.7 -0.7	 (X)
Approach 106.0
	 96.9 -9.1	 93.8	 -12.2 98.9 -7.1 -3.1
	
(Z)
Notes.	 1) Reference 12.
2) A's are relative to the proposed change to FAR 36 as defined by the Draft of the
FAA Environment Impact Statement dated July 9
	 1975.
w
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Though the contract goal noise levels were not reached for this high tip
speed single-stage fan, some improvement in the technology of both front and
aft Fan-noise suppression was realized.
	
To illustrate this, a comparison of
acoustic performance with inlet aerodynamic performance was made between the
advanced technology fan hybrid inlet and the Fan "C" scale-model splitter
inlet tested. during the Quiet Engine Program (Reference 14).
	
These vehicles
were tested at the same facility (Peebles Site IVB) and in the same size
(93 cm), so the comparison should be a valid one.	 Figure 220 shows the trend
of noise suppression in 61 meter sideline PNdB versus inlet total pressure
recovery in percent lost (from the clean inlet low throat Mach number refer-
	 i
ence value of 0.998).
	
The treated wall scale model Fan "C" inlet gives 11
PNdB suppression with.practically no change in recovery over the hardwall	 s
inlet.	 As splitters are added to the inlet, the suppression gets even
greater, but the recovery loss is also greater.	 In the hybrid inlet, the
parameter which increases the recovery loss is the inlet throat Mach number.
It is seen that 15 PNdB suppression is obtained before a significant loss in 	 3,
recovery occurs.	 The aforementioned data of Figure 220 were obtained under
sea level static takeoff conditions. 	 At cruise, the splitters are still
present and the recovery loss translates into a significant loss in specific
fuel consumption (roughly a one-to-one trade on a percentage basis relative
to the sea level static recoveries).	 For the variable-geometry hybrid inlet,
the throat is set at the optimum position for cruise and essentially no
penalty in performance results. 	 Of course, the variable geometry has its
inherent penalties of weight and cost, but not necessarily much greater than
the weight and cost of a splitter inlet, requiring anti-icing on the splitter.
Thus, the advantages and basic concept of the hybrid inlet for front fan-
j, noise suppression are realized.
f i
In Figure 221 a comparison of PNL suppression at the aft maximum noise
angle is compared between the advanced technology fan and Engine "C" tested
in the Quiet Engine Program (Reference 15).
	
The bypass duct treatment con-
figurations were quite similar (treated walls plus a midduct splitter) except
t that the Engine "C" overall treated length to fan diameter was 0.923, versus
0.819 for the advanced technology fan. 	 It is noted that Engine "C" was never
tested without aft frame treatment. 	 To account for this, the PNL maximum aft	 i
angle suppression dueto frame treatment was obtained from NASA-Lewis test
data on full-scale Fan "C" and added to the suppression obtained on Engine
"C" between the frame-treated and fully treated, aft duct configurations. 	 It
is seen in the figure that, at low pressure ratios typical of the approach
flight condition, the advanced technology fan bypass duct treatment resulted
in slightly better suppression, while at higher pressure ratios typical of
' takeoff,.Engine "C" suppression was slightly better. 	 However, when compared
F in terms of the efficiency of suppression, using the APNL/L /DF parameter, the	 3
advanced technology fan was somewhat better.	 That is, at approach, the PNL
l suppression per unit ,L/DF for the advanced technology fan was 1.34 PNdB,
'. while forEngine "C" it was 1.03; i.e., there was a-30% improvement with the
E
advanced technology fan.	 At takeoff, the ratios were equal at 1.23'APNdB
per unit L/DF of the treatment.	 These comparisons, then, show some improve-
E
ment in both inlet and aft fan-noise suppression technology.
3
E
lfIn summary, for a payoff in additional inlet noise suppression at take-
off and cutback, it would first be necessary to provide for additional, noise
reduction in the exhaust fan duct, because the aft fan noise radiated to the
forward angles is higher than the inlet fan noise.
Forward fan-noise suppression with the hybrid inlet at a throat Mach
number of 0.79 ranges from 9.1 to 16.3 AEPNdB relative to FAR 36. Further
reductions could be obtained by increasing the average throat Mach number to
0.84 at takeoff and cutback and 0.81 at approach without exceeding aero-
dynamic performance limitations. Additional fan-inlet noise reduction could
possibly result from inlet f11.^, ht effects (i.nl p.t "clean-up"). The reduced
noise levels in flight are generally attributed to reduced flight turbulence-
levels relative to the static test case, which results in reduced rotor-
turbulence interaction noise from rhe1':an source.
Aft fan-noise suppression in the fully treated fan exhaust duct ranaed
from 9.4 to 12.2 AEPNdB relative to FAR 36. Additional noise suppression
might have been obtained had it been possible to determine the amount of high
i frequency noise leaking through the core stream flowpath.
`
	
	
The combined front and aft suppressed fan noise, for a full-scale flight
application, resulted in EPNL suppressions ranging from 6.7 to 10.6 AEPNdB
relative to FAR 36. Although the suppression goal of FAR 36-20 EPNdB was not
reached, improvements in the technology of both front and aft fan-noise
suppression were realized. Also, the suppressed. fan was shown to be consis-
tent with proposed new federal noise regulations (FAR 36-XYZ) for subsonic
transports. Specifically, the total fan noise levels were 1.6, 0.7, and 3.1
1	 EPNdB below the proposed new levels (per the draft of the FAA Environmental
'i
	
	
Impact Statement dated July 9, 1975) at takeoff, cutback, and approach,,
respectively.
3
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SECTION VI
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The following summarizes the results of acoustic testing of the single-
stage, low noise, advanced technology fan:
• The combined front and aft suppressed fan noise, for a full-scale
flight application, resulted in EPNL suppressions ranging from 6.7
to 10.6 AEPNdB relative to FAR 36. Although the suppression goal
of FAR 36-20 EPNdB was not reached, improvements in the technology
of both front and aft fan-noise suppression were realized.
•
	
Increasing speed above the design shock swallowing speed of 92%N/Y're-
resulted in continued reductions in perceived noise level for the
unsuppressed fan. This effect was the result of reduced multiple
pure tone noise, which was caused by the more stable swallowed shock
system covering more of the blade span as the speed was increased.
•
	
Flow acceleration suppression for the full-scale fan on a 152 m
sideline was 13.5 PNdB; about 4.0 PNdB more than predicted.
Suppressions due to flow acceleration and acoustic treatment are not
directly additive in hybrid inlets. Further investigation is
required to determine if acceleration suppression or treatment
suppression or both are reduced when they are combined.
•
	
There was an effect on noise directly resulting from the contouring
of the hybrid inlet relative to the cylindrical hardwall inlet
(baseline). Directivity patterns were less peaked and the maximum
noise angle moved toward the inlet axis (on an arc) with the hybrid
inlet.
•; A variable-geometry hybrid inlet is a viable fan-noise suppression
device. Forward fan-noise suppressions ranging from 9.1 to 16.3
AEPNdB relative to FAR 36 were measured, depending on operating
point, at the design throat Mach number condition of 0.79 This was
accomplished with static inlet total pressure recoveries of 98.9% at
takeoff/cutback and 98.2% at approach and with steady-state distor-
tion levels well below 10%. The hybrid inlet was shown to have less
performance penalty with the same suppression than a splitter inlet.
•	 Additional hybrid inlet fan-noise suppression could be obtained by
increasing the average throat Mach numbers to 0.84 at takeoff/
cutback and 0.81 at approach without exceeding acceptable static
values of pressure recovery and inlet distortion.
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•	 The aft fan-noise suppression obtained with a fully treated duct
with a single midduct splitter was a viable approach, in that an
estimated cruise specific fuel consumption penalty of only 0.68%
resulted. Aft fan-noise suppressions ranged from 9.4 to 12.2 AEPNdB
relative to FAR 36, depending on operating point. Some improvement
in bypass duct treatment design technology was determined by com-
parision with Engine "C" results for the same configuration.
•	 The fan-noise suppression at takeoff and cutback was limited in
terms of EPNL by the bypass duct suppression obtained. Aft fan
noise propagating to the front provided a floor and added noise to
the forward angles at these operating points. There was evidence
that fan noise leakage through the core stream provided a floor on
aft fan noise and limited the amount of measureable suppression.
•	 The flat PNL directivity patterns for total fan noise at the three
operating points indicated success in the attempt to provide a
balanced suppression design for the advanced technology fan.
I
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APPENDIX A
ACOUSTIC PROBE
An acoustic probe has been developed by General Electric and used exten-
sively in fan and compressor acoustic tests to provide a means of determining
noise source location and radiation paths within the flow stream.
The probe, shown in Figure Al, is basically a hollow tube, placed through
the outer wall of the vehicle inlet or exhaust duct. The open end of the tube
is in the flow passage and the opposite end of the tube is connected to a
coiled tube which eliminates reflection and standing waves. A microphone is
mounted outside the vehicle at the end of the probe tube and normal to the
longitudinal axis of the probe. The entire assembly is actuator driven to
permit sensing of sound levels at selected immersions depths across the flow
passage. The nose cone shape and hole size and pattern are the results of
extensive research to produce a probe with low self-noise characteristics.
The dynamic data are reduced through a narrowband analyzer. These data
are used to reveal both the tone and broadband noise content passing the plane
in which the probe is traversed. For absolute acoustic levels, the probe
measurements must be -corrected for the following:	
a
•	 Probe loss, as defined through probe calibration for frequency
response.
•	 Flow Mach number correction.	 i
a	 Nonplane wave incidence on the probe.
The probe correction for viscous losses as measured without flow is shown, in
Figure A2.
Without flow, the acoustic pressure recorded by the probe in the duct is
interpreted as the factor whichdetermines acoustic energy flux, I, according
to:
2
I = P c W/cm2 	(1)
0
and the acoustic power, W, is defined as
FWL
	
IA watts	 (2)
i
where
P	 acoustic pressure
i
P 0 = characteristic impedance of air
j	 A	 cross-sectional area of the duct at which the acoustic
pressure was measured.
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These relationships must be modified when there is airflow within the duct.
Based on the assumption that sound is a plane wave propagating pvrpeii-
dicul.ar to the duct cross section, the sound pressure level amplitude is
changed by the airflow according to
-i koyM cos A
P PF [1 - M cos A] exp	 1 - M cos A	 (3)
I'
where
PF = measured sound pressure with flow
P	 = corrected sound pressure to be used for calculation
of I and W
M	 airflow Mach number at location of acoustic pressure	 j
measurements
A	 angle of the propagating wave front relative to the incoming
airflow direction (0 at the inlet and 180° at the exhaust)
ko = 27[FREQ]/c
y	 = axial distance along the duct (for plane wave)
Only the amplitude correction need be considered., as the phase correction
changes only the wavelength, not the level. The corrected acoustic pressure,
when used in the expression for I and W, will yield the proper values of
intensity and power for fan noise. The reason the corrected pressure is used
in the formulas for I-and W is that airflow is assumed to change the sound -
pressure level but not the energy flux of a plane wave traveling in the same
or opposite direction as the airflow.
In the actual case, the direction of propagation usually is not a plane
wave, but varies with time. For this reason, an average value for A of 45° is
used in the inlet and 135° in the exhaust. _ As can be seen, this has the
effect of taking one-half the plane wave correction. Note that, in the inlet,`
the correction is negative (the probe measures too high) and, in the exhaust,
	
it is positive (the probe measures too low). The correction is obtained from	 y
ASPL
	
20 log [l - M cos A].	 (4)
Finally, in correcting the calculated power level, an account must be
made of the nonpiane wave incidence on the probe. If the pressure and particle
velocity are in phase, and if the particle velocity is normal to the measuring
plane, then the power normal to the measuring plane is calculated properly
from Equation (1) and (2). Taking into consideration the wavelengths usually
involved in fan noise and the duct dimensions, the assumption of particle
velocity, and pressure being in phase is probably good. The only way that the
4
particle velocity would be normal to the plane of measurement is if there were
only plane waves being propagated in the duct. In view of the geometry in-
volved, as well as the scattering effects of the air stream, it is probable
that many higher-order modes exist in the duct. In this case, the exact power
is difficult to calculate. With the assumption that there are enough modes in
the duct to considdr the angle of the particle's velocity to be coming equally
from all directions, the power flowing normal to the measuring plane (out of
the duct) can be calculated. A factor, then, of 2 dB is subtracted from the
calculated power using Equation (2). This results from the fact that if the
sound pressure measured in the duct is used to calculate intensity, using a
plane wave relationship, then this intensity is too high by a factor of the
average value of the sine of the angle from 0 to 180°. In the power calcula-
tion this would appear as ten times the log of the value of the average sine,
which is 2 dB.
The total power is the sum of the powers of each immersion minus 2 dB
random-incidence correction. An average value of poc is used.
1	 n
Pod J Pi2Ai
PWL TOT = 10 log . —__ i_13	 - 2
10
where a is the number of immersions
Pi is the acoustic pressure
A-i is the cross-sectional area of each immersion at which the
acoustic pressure was measured:
Acoustic-probe data with the vehicle in rear drive were taken at the
takeoff, cutback, and approach operating points for the three inlet configura-
tions at the design average throat Mach number of 0.79 Three acoustic probes
were traversed at five immersions to centers of equal area for the three
operating points. The probes were located at the inlet lip, the fan face, and
the fan discharge as shown in Figure 14. Probe data for the low Mach number
inlet (baseline) were taken at tip speeds corresponding to that of the
accelerating and hybrid inlets operating at average throat Mach number of
0.79. This provides the proper base for data comparison.
-
Plots of sound power level versus immersion are presented in Figures A3
through A17 with a breakdown, from narrowband-spectra data, of sound contribu-
tions from MPT's, broadband and BPF where possible. These noise components
were resolved as follows: a broadband base or substratum was faired below
each maximum resulting from a blade passing tone or its harmonics, and the
maximum was corrected for broadband base level to obtain the amplitude of the
blade passing frequency tone or harmonic alone. A similar procedure was
applied to the subhaxmonic maxima which represent the MPT's Af ter 'sub -
tracting these two components from the sound pressure level the remainder
1
3
(5)
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fwas designated as broadband noise. Sound power levels for each of these
noise components as well as total sound power level was obtained by inte-
grating the intensity calculated at each of the radial traverse positions for
the probes and at each microphone angle for the farfield acoustic data.
At takeoff, a considerable increase in BPF sound power levels is observed
at the fan discharge probe, Figure A6, for the hybrid and accelerating inlets
relative to the baseline inlet. This is probably due to the increased boundary
layer in the contoured inlets which increases rotor/stator interaction noise.
At the fan face and fan discharge, broadband and MPT power levels are about
the same for the baseline and accelerating inlets with a slight increase with
the hybrid inlet. This is also true at the cutback and approach operating
points. From the bellmouth probe, Figures A4 and A5, it is evident that both
accelerating and hybrid inlets show a considerable decrease in MPT's and
broadband power. This reduction is primarily due to flow acceleration as
observed in the farfield data presented in the text, Section V-A.
Sound power distributions for the cutback condition are shown in Figures
A7 through A10. MPT's dominate, at the fan face, with little contribution
from the BPF for the baseline configuration, as seen in Figure All. This is
why no baseline data appears in Figure A10. As at takeoff, a significant
decrease in broadband and MPT power levels is observed at the bellmouth probe
due to flow acceleration.
At approach, the total sound power for the bellmouth and fan discharge
probes is essentially all broadband noise as shown in Figures Al2 and A13. It
can be seen from the bellmouth probe, Figures A14 and A15, that flow accelera-
tion is the mechanism which contributes to the major reduction in average
throat Mach number. This result agrees with farfield data and is consistent
at the _three critical operating points. At approach, the boundary layer is
greater by about 3 cm (1.2 in.) relative to takeoff and cutback due to the
increase in diffuser area ratio from about 1.21 to 1.89. All the data pre-
sented confirms the fact that there is an increase in broadband source noise
level with the hybrid inlet and occasionallywith the accelerating inlet. A
probable cause is the increased turbulence/rotor interaction noise caused by
the larger turbulent boundary layer.
Table Al summarizes the overall sound power levels for each inlet at the
three operating points.
With the vehicle in 'front drive, acoustic-probe data were taken at the
three critical operating conditons; takeoff, cutback, and approach, for the
hardwall and treated with splitter fan 'exhaust configurations. As with rear
drive, three acoustic probes were traversed at 5 immersions to centers of
equal areas. These probes were located at the fan face, fan discharge, and
forward of the nozzle in the fan exhaust duct as shown in Figure 15. In front
drive, the low Mach number inlet (baseline bellmouth) was used; therefore,
probe data were taken at tip speeds corresponding to that of the accelerating
and hybrid inlets operating at the design condition (MTH 0.79).
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Table Al. Probe Overall Power Levels.
ro	 Nominal Operating Line
J
OAPWL @ Takeoff OAPWL @ Cutback OAPWI, @ Approach
Rear-Drive Fan Fan Fars Fan Fan Fan
Configuration Bellmouth Face Discharge Bellmouth Face Discharge Bellmouth Face Discharge
Baseline Bellmouth 158.1 166.1 164.2 158.9 168.0 164.5 150.1 155.8 154.5
Accelerating Inlet 146.6 165,6 163.6 148.1 167,2 165.5 144.3 156.2 156.3
Hybrid Inlet 147.0 165.9 166,7 147.1 166.2 166.0 142.8 153.6 157,9
Front-Drive Fan Fan Fan Fan Fan Fan
Configuration Face Discharge Nozzle Face Discharge Nozzle Face Discharge Nozzle
Hardwall
(Without Splitter) 167.3 162.8 161.4 169,1 165.3 162,4 158,3 153.9 155.1
Treated w/Spltter 166.7 161.6 155,0 169.3 160.7 159.1 159.6 154.3 146.6
a1
Acoustic-probe sound power levels versus immersion are presented in
Figures A18 through A29 for the hardwall and treated configuration. These
plots also show a breakdown of sound power contribution from MPT's, broadband
noise, and BPF tones where possible. As would be expected, the fan-face probe
total power levels indicate no change in acoustic power between the hardwall
and treated configuration, and the levels are similar, within a few dB, to
that of the rear-drive configurations at all three operating points.
i
At takeoff, the fan-discharge probe indicates a decrease in BPF sound
power level at the outer immersions, see Figure A21, when the treated exhaust
is employed. This is probably due to the frame treatment between the rotor
and the OGV's (see Figure 15). Similar results are observed at cutback and
approach, Figures A27 and A31. At cutback, the fan discharge BPF power levels
for the treated configuration show a decrease of about 4.0 dB relative to the
hardwall. It may be that the frame treatment is more effective at this
operating point.
The significant observation to be made from the nozzle probe data is that
there was a BPF noise reduction (average for five immersions) of about 27 dB
with the treated aft duct at takeoff (Figure A21). This tone suppression is
considerably greater than the 13.9 dB (PWL) suppression obtained from 1/3
octave data (see Figure 132). The overlays of the farfield narrowband at the
maximum aft angle (hardwall and treated) and a representative immersion (No.
3) from the nozzle probe (hardwall and treated) are shown in Figures A22 and
A23. This comparison shows that for the treated configuration, a BPF tone
exists in the farfield while the probe data indicates that the tone was
completely suppressed. One conclusion that can be drawn from these comparisons
is that the fan tone noise is leaking through the core. It could not have
escaped through the inlet since the inlet had a massive inlet suppressor
(Figure 10). Similar results occurred at the cutback operating point. At
cutback, the tone energy in the farfield (from the core duct) was distributed
into the sidebands forming a haystack around the tone as explained in Appendix
C. Although there exists leakage through the core duct, the redistribution of
the tone power to the sidebands results in relatively good agreement between
the farfield and probe narrowband BPF power.
At approach, the average probe tone power suppression was about 23 dB
while in the farfield (1/3-octave) approximately 19 dB suppression was
obtained (see Figure 185). As previously discussed for the other operating
points, indications are that the difference between the tone suppression in
the fan duct and the farfield is caused by tone energy propagating through the
core duct into the farfield.
A summary of overall sound power levels for each probe at the critical
operating points is shown in Table Al.
t
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APPENDIX B
FARFIELD DATA AND SOURCE-NOISE SEPARATION
Farfield acoustic data were taken for each of the five configurations
tested, three inlet configurations (rear drive), and two exhaust config-
urations (front drive). Data analysis was done on a 1/3-octave basis for
all the test points. In addition,_ farfield narrowband (20 Hz bandwidth)
analysis was obtained at two speeds on each of the three operating lines
for the five configurations. The speeds chosen on each nominal operating
line included the critical operating point (MTH = 0.79) and a low speed
point. With the vehicle in a front-drive position, the critical operating
point was chosen so as to match the tip speed of the rear-drive config-
uration with the accelerating or hybrid inlet operating at an average
inlet throat Mach number of 0.79.
In the frequency ranges where possible, the scale-model farfield
narrowband acoustic data were separated into three components: broadband
noise, multiple pure tones (at rotor speed frequencies), and blade passing
frequency tones and its harmonics. These noise components were resolved
in the same manner as previously described under Data Analysis Procedures,
Section IV-C, except that the total sound power levels were obtained from
1/3-octave data while the broadband and BPF power levels were calculated
from narrowband results. The logarithmic subtraction of the broadband and
BPF power from the 1/3-octave power resulted in the MPT power spectra.
Figures B1 through B6 show the rear-drive total and component sound
power level spectra for the takeoff operating point (MT = 0.79) and at a
lower operating condition (MTH = 0.47) on the takeoff operating line. The
data are consistent with that discussed in Section V-A of the report.
Similar results are shown for the cutback and approach operating points in
Figures B7 through B18.
A similar analysis was done for the data taken with the vehicle in
front drive. Figures B19 through B24 show the component power spectra for
two operating points on the takeoff operating line. The results of the
cutback and approach operating points are shown in Figures B25 through B30
and Figures B31 through B36 respectively. As with the rear-drive data,
these powers spectral components tend to reiterate data previously examined
in Section VB.
t	 'i
APPENDIX C
SPECTRA CORRECTION PROCEDURES
Tone Power Leakage Through Core Duct
A factor that contributed to the measured static noise levels with the
vehicle in front drive, which was not representative of aft fan noise propa-
gating from a real engine, is the leakage of tone power through the core
duct. In an actual engine the core duct would include a core compressor, a'
combustor, and turbines, which would attenuate all the fan noise propagating
through the core duct. The leakage was identified by a comparison of BPF
sound power levels from the nozzle probe and from farfield narrowbands.
A summary of these power levels is shown in Table C1 below for the hardwall
and treated with splitter configuration at the takeoff and approach operating
points. At takeoff, the nozzle probe shows a tone power suppression of
27.7 dB while in the farfield, the tone power suppression was only 18.3 dB.
Similar results are shown at approach with a 28.0 dB tone power reduction in
the duct and a 22.8 dB reduction in the farfield. These results indicate the
BPF tone energy in the farfield is not totally fan duct gone energy but a
combination of tone energy propagating through the fan and core duct. Tone
energy radiating from the inlet was eliminated as a possible cause because
of the massive inlet suppressor and the observation that 1/3-octave data
shows the tone energy to decrease at the more forward angles, indicating
forward radiation of aft-generated tone. energy (see spectra in Section V B).
Table Cl. BPF Sound Power Levels (Front Drive).
Farfield
Probe	 -	 Narrowband	 1/3-Octave	 3
Fan Discharge Nozzle
Hardwall	 149.6	 147.6	 144.4	 153.1
Takeoff
Treated	 145.6	 119.9	 126.1	 139.2
	
27.7	 18.3	 13.9
Hardwall	 136.8	 134.6	 137.9	 146.5
Approach
Treated	 131.5	 106.6	 115.1	 127.3
	
28.0	 22.8	 19..2
The 1/3-octave sound power levels shown above indicate less suppression
at the BPF than the farfield narrowb ands. This is caused primarily by the
core duct tone energy, passing through the turbulent exhaust wakes of the
core and fan duct, being redistributed' into the sideb ands of the tone. The
redistribution of tone energy appears as a haystack on the narrawbands but on
a 1/3-octave basis, the haystack (broadband) energy within the 1/3-octave
i
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band containing the tone appears as tone energy. Figures Cl and C2 show
the difference in spectral content between the probe and farfield narrowbands
for takeoff and approach, respectively.
The method of removing the core contribution from the measured data was
to determine the broadband level from the farfield narrowb ands by fairing
a line through the broadband level to either side of the haystack as shown in
Figures Cl and C2. This 20 Hz bandwidth broadband level was then converted
to a 1/3-octave level by adding 10 log of the ratio of the tone bandwidth
(1136 Hz for approach, Figure C2) to the narrow- band filter bandwidth (20 Hz
in this case). For the suppressed approach case, this provided an adder of
17.5 dB Lo the 55.5 dB broadband level faired on the narrowb and, resulting in
a level of 73.0 dB. This broadband level, when scaled to full size and
extrapolated to the 152 m (500 ft) sideline, was 59.1 dB and occurred in the
2500 Hz 1/3-octave band. Figure C3 shows both the uncorrected and corrected
tone SPL's for the treated configuration. Tone corrections for the unsuppressed
configurations were not necessary since the fan duct contains most of the
unsuppressed tone energy. This tone or haystacking correction was made on
acoustic data obtained with the vehicle in front drive for each angle from
80 to 160° from the inlet axis at the three critical operating points. In
most cases, the PNL's were only effected by 0.5 to 1.5 PNdB.
Jet Noise
Since the noise goat: was based on "fan only" noise, the static acoustic
data obtained with the vehicle in front drive (aft noise) were adjusted by
removing the jet noise contribution from each spectra from 80 to 160° from
the inlet axis. The correction for jet noise was done at the three critical
operating points of takeoff, cutback, and approach.
The procedure used to determine the jet noise contribution, to farfield
results was to predict the general shape of the jet noise at each condition
by the use of a General Electric conical nozzle prediction. The advanced
technology fan exhaust configuration_ was actually a coannular-coplanar nozzle,
but due to the high velocity ratios (Vfan/Vcore) of 6.7, 9.5, and 4.1 for
takeoff, cutback and approach respectively, it was considered that the jet
noise would be adequately predicted using a conical jet prediction method
with fan parameters as input.
An example of a step-by-step procedure used at each angle for the three
operating points is explained below with the use of the 120° spectra at
approach, see Figure C3.
As a first step, it was assumed that the low frequency fan noisy has a
slope of 3 dB per 1/3-octave beginning at a frequency for which no suppression
was observed with the treated configuration. For this case, the transition
point between low frequency fan noise and jet noise is at a frequency of 500
Hz. Since the predicted jet noise does not include ground reflections which
exist at low frequency for the measured data, a mean line was drawn through
-the measured data up to the transition frequency of 500 Hz. The predicted
"jet noise spectra for this specific angle of 120° was then adjusted (up orf,
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idown) so as to match with the 3 dB per 1/3-octave projection. 1
results of the logarithmic addition of the predicted jet and the ^ __ V
-1/3-octave projection is the mean line through the measured low frequency
data, at least in the vicinity of the crossover point of the two lines. The
primary reason for this adjustment was to obtain a reasonable estimate of
the jet noise level in the higher frequency range. The 3 dB per 1/3-octave
line has little ( < 0.5 dB) effect on the PNL's due to the low noy weighting
associated with the SPL's in the low frequency range. This combination of
predicted jet noise and 3 dB per 1/3-octave projection was assumed to be
representative of the actual jet noise for this vehicle. This jet noise
spectra was then logarithmically subtracted from the measured suppressed
spectra. The unsuppressed spectra is dominated by fan noise with no signifi-
cant contribution from jet noise in the high frequency range. The resultant
suppressed spectra were then considered to be representative of the aft-
radiated "fan only" noise and were subsequently used to obtain extrapolated
flight spectra and EPNL for the three critical operating points.
APPENDIX D
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Units
2	 2
A Area (Duct cross-sectional) m	 or cm
AMB Ambient
APP Approach
ARP Aerospace Recommended Practice
AVG Average
B/M Bellmouth
BPF Blade Passing Frequency Hz
C Speed of sound m/sec
C/B Cutback
CTOL Conventional Takeoff and Landing
D Diameter cm
DEG Degrees
DV Discharge Valve
EPNdB Effective Perceived Noise Decibels dB
EPNL Effective Perceived Noise Level EPNdB
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAR Federal Aviation Regulation
FM Frequency Modulation
FREQ Frequency Hz
GE General Electric
H/X Duct Height Parameter:	 Height/Wavelength
I Acoustic Energy Flux 2watts/cm
L/DF Length to Fan Diameter Ratio
ko 2Tr (FREQ) / c M
'M Mach Number
Mo Freestream Mach Number
MPT Multiple Pure Tone
MPTH Peak Wall Mach Number at the Throat
MTH One-Dimensional Average Throat Mach Number
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j	 LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE (CONTINUED)
Symi)o;l Units
wall
Mach Number along Wall -
N Fan Speed rpm
n Number of Immersions (of Acoustic Probe) -
Nor. Nozzle -
OAPWL Overall Sound Power Level dB
OGV Outlet Guide Vane -
P Acoustic Pressure N/m2
Pl, Measured Sound Pressure with Flow N/m2	 a
PNdB Perceived Noise Decibels dB
PNL Perceived Noise Level PNdB
PNLT Tone-Corrected Perceived Noise Level PNdB
PPG Peebles Proving Ground -
PT2 Fan Inlet Total Pressure N/m2
PT28 Fan Bypass Exit Total Pressure N/m2
PWL Sound Power Level; re: 10'13 watts dB
QEP Quiet Engine Program -
R Radius cm	 i
s.'	 re: Relative to -
S Acoustic-Treatment Cavity Depth cm
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers -
`'	 SDOF Single Degree of Freedom
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption kg/N
SLS Sea Level Static -
SPL Sound Pressure Level dB
STD Standard Day
T Temperature
r
° K
t Acoustic Treatment Thickness cm
T/Oi Takeoff
Vcore Exhaust Velocity of Core Stream
a
m/sec
Vfan Exhaust Velocity of Fan Stream m/sec
,..
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iLIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE (CONCLUDED
Symbol	 Units
Wf(I/S	 Total Corrected Fan Face Flow 	 kg/sec
WfA /STIR Weight Flow at Inlet Throat (Corrected to Standard Day) 	 kg/soc
p	 Difference, or Change in
S	 Pressure Correction: P/Pref where Pref = Standard Sea
Level Pressure	 -
r)	 Efficiency	 -
8	 Temperature Correction: T/T ref where Tref = Standard Sea
Level Temperature	 -
Acoustic Wave Front Relative to the Incoming Air-Flow 	 degrees	 a
Direction, or Microphone or Observer Angle Relative
to the Inlet Axis
P	 Air Density	
kg/m3
9
f
j
7
{
11
i
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Figure 48. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at ,Takeoff, MTH = 0,79 '(Rear-
Drive Test).
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Figure 49. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Takeoff, MT = 0.87 (Rear-
Drive` Test) .
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Figure 50. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Takeoff, M TH _ 0.88 (Rear-
Drive 'Test).,
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Figure 54, PNL Directivity at Cutback, MTH 0.79 (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 55, Comparison of PNL Directivity, Takeoff Vs. Cutback, MTH
I	 (	 0,79 (Rear-Drive-Test),
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Figure 58. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutbacks MTH 	 0,79, 200
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j	 !Figure 60, 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback, MTH - 0,79, .400
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 62. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback, MTH = 0,79, 60°
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 64.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback, MTH 0.79,	 80°
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 65.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback, TFI = 0.79,	 90°Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 66.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback, MTH = 0.79,'100°
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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{	 figure 68. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback, MTg
	0.79, 120°
{	 Angle (Rear-Drive Test),
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Uj.kyure 70. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Cutback,_M,rH
	0.79, 140°
Angle (Rear-Drive Test)
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Figure 72, 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Cutback,M, rH = 0,52 (Rear-
Drive Test),
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Figure 74 0 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Cutback, MTH = 0.73 (Rear
Drive Test),
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Figure 76. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Cutback, MT = 0.79 (Rear
Drive Test).
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Figure 78. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Cutback,MT H = 0.94 (Rear
Drive Testa
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Figure 80. Maximum. PNL Vs. Average Throat Mach Number, at Approach
(Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 81, Overall Power Level Vs Average Throat Mach Number, at
Approach (Rear-Drive Test).'
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Figure 82. PNL Directivity at Approach, MTH = 0.79 (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 84.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, M R = 0.79, 100
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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t figure 85.	 1/3-0ctave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH = 0.79, 200
Angle (Rear-Drive Test). 3
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Wi.gure 86.	 1/3-0ctave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTg - 0.79,	 300
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Pigure 87.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH 0,79,
	
400}I Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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r'_Lgure 88.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH	 0.79, 50°+.
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 89.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH	 0.79,;'60°
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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1'iltire 90.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH 0.79,	 700
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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Figure 91.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH = 0,79,
	 800
Angle (Rear-Drive Test).
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P'ignire 92. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, MTH
	
0.79, 900
Angle (Rear-Drive Test) .
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Fj' ,:•ure 94. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach,
MTH
0.79, 1100
Angle (Rear-Drive
 Test).
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- P i gure 96. 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach, 'M,rH = 0;79, 130
Angle (Rear.-Drive Test).
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ri,:ure 98.	 1/3-Octave Spectral Comparisons at Approach,IYI TH	 0.79, 1500
Angle (Rear-Drive Test),
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Figure 99.	 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Approach,IVI TH = 0.68 (Rear-
.	 ^ Drive Test),t
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Figure 100.	 1/3-Octave FWL Comparisons at Approach, MTH = 0.71 (Rear-
Drive Test).
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Figure 101.	 1/3-octave FWL Comparisons at Approach, 'InH = 0.76 (Rear-
Drive Test).
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Figure 102. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Approach, MTH = 0.79 (Rear-
Drive Test).
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Figure 103. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Approach, MTH = 0.84 (Rear-
Drive Test):
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Figure 116.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 60° Angle (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 117.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 70' Angle (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 118.
	 1/3-Octave ,Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 80° Angle (Front-
i
Drive Test).
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Figure 119.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff,	 90° Angle (Front-
Drive Test),,
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Figure 120, 1,/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 100° Angle (Front--
Drive Test).
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Figure 121. 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 110° Angle (Front-
Drive Test),
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Figure 122. 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 120° Angle (Front
Drive Test).
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Figure 125.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 130 0 Angle (Front-
Drive Test),
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Figure 126	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 140`' Angle (Front-
Drive Test).	 A
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Figure 128. 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Takeoff, 160° Angle (Front-
" Drive Test).
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"	 Figure 129. 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Takeoff, VT	 268 m/sec (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 130, 1/3-Octave_PWL Comparisons at Takeoff, VT - 351 m/sec (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 132,	 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Takeoff, VT 466 m/sec (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 133,	 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Takeoff, VT 567 m/sec (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 134. Scale-Model PNL Directivity at Cutback (Front-Drive Test).
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Figure 136. Maximum Aft Spectra at Cutback, VT = 351 m/sec (Front-Drive
Test).
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Figure 138. Maximum PNL Vs. Fan Pressure Ratio at
Cutback (Front-Drive Test).
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Figure 140.	 PNL Directivity at Cutback (Front—Drive Test).
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Figure 141.	 Variation of OASPL with Inlet Angle at Cutback-(Front-Drive
Test.
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Figure 142.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 30' Angle (Front-
Drive Test),
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Figure 143,	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 40° Angle (Front-
Drive Test),
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_r'igure 144,	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 50° Angle (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 145.	 1/3-Octave Spectra. Comparisons at Cutback, 60' Angle (Front-
Drive Test),
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Figure 146.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 70° Angle (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 147.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 80' Angle (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 148. 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 90° Angle (Front-
Drive Test).
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Figure 149.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback,	 100 c' Angle
(Front-Drive Test),
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Figure 150.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 110' Angle
(Front-Drive Test).
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Figure 151.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 120 0 Angle
(Front-Drive Test).
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Figure 152,	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 130° Angle
(Front-Drive Test),
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{ ' Figure 153,	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 140° Angle
(Front-Drive Test),
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Figure 154.	 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Cutback, 150° Angle'.
(Front-Drive Test),
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Figure 176, 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Approach, 120° Angle
(Front-Drive Test).
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Figure 179 0
 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Approach, 130° Angle
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Figure 181, 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Approach, 150 0 Angle
(Front-Drive Test),`
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-Figure 182,, 1/3-Octave Spectra Comparisons at Approach, 160' Angle
(Front-Drive Test).
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Figure 183. 1/3-Octave PWL-Comparisons at Approach, VT = 296 m/sec
(Front-Drive Test). --.
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Figure 184, 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Approach, VT = 301 m/sec
(Front-Drive Test)
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Figure 186, 1/3-Octave PWL Comparisons at Approach, VT = 323 m/sec
(Front-Drive Test)
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Figure 197. Combined Front and Rear-Noise PNL Directiv t-ies, Takeoff.
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Figure 199, Combined Front and Rear-Noise Suppressed Spectra and
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Figure 201. Combined Front and Rear-Noise Suppressed Spectra and
Components, Takeoff, 110 0 Max, Aft Angle,
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Figure 203. Combined Front- and Rear-Noise Spectra, Cutback, 70° Max,
Forward Angle.
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Figure 205, Combined Front and Rear-Noise PNL Directivities, Approach,
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Figure 207, Combined Front and Rear-Noise Spectra, Approach, Max, Aft
Angle.
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Figure 209, Flight Spectra, Takeoff, Max, Forward Angle,
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Figure B19. Total Sound Power Level Spectra, Takeoff , (Front-Drive Test).
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Figure B21, MPT Sound Power Level Spectra, Takeoff (Front-Drive Test).
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Figure B31. -Total Sound Power Level Spectra, Approach (Front-Drive Test),
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Figure B33. MPT Sound Power Level Spectra, Approach (Front-Drive Test),
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Figure B35. Broadband Sound Power Level Spectra, Approach (Front.-Drive
Test);i
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